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A THEORY OF CONDITION
FOR UNCONSTRAINED PERTURBATIONS
PAUL BREIDING AND NICK VANNIEUWENHOVEN
Abstract. Traditionally, the theory of condition numbers assumes errors in
the data that are constrained to be tangent to the input space. We extend
this theory to unconstrained perturbations in the case when the input space
is an embedded submanifold of an ambient Euclidean space. We will show
that the way how the input space is curved inside the ambient space affects
the condition number. Furthermore, we exhibit a connection to the sensitivity
analysis of Riemannian optimization problems. We validate our main results in
two prototypical applications by numerical experiments. The applications we
consider are recovery of low-rank matrices in compressed sensing and n-camera
triangulation in computer vision.
1. Introduction
Condition numbers are a central concept in numerical analysis. They were in-
vented for measuring the sensitivity of a computational problem with respect to
perturbations in the input. Demmel [23, p. 4] summarizes the motivation for defin-
ing condition numbers as follows:
“The answers produced by numerical algorithms are seldom exactly
correct. There are two sources of error. First, there may be errors
in the input data to the algorithm, caused by prior calculations or
perhaps measurement errors. Second, there are errors caused by the
algorithm itself, due to approximations made within the algorithm.
In order to estimate the errors in the computed answers from both
these sources, we need to understand how much the solution of a
problem is changed, if the input data is slightly perturbed.”
Inputs for which a small perturbation produces a significant error in the output
are called ill-conditioned ; if the error is unbounded then the problem is ill-posed for
that input. Wilkinson [83] credits the first use of the word “condition number” to
Turing [77], who considered the problem of inverting a matrix. Turing’s condition
number was used earlier by Goldstine and von Neumann [37] and byWittmeyer [85],
but who did not call it like this. The term “ill-conditioned” appeared even before
that in a paper by Mallock and Darwin [54] from 1933. The history of Turing’s
condition number is summarized by Higham in [43]. See also Wilkinson’s 1970
Turing Lecture [84], where he recalls the early days of numerical analysis.
The classical definition of a condition number is for computational problems
that can be modeled by a map f : I → O between normed vector spaces I and O
(or open subsets thereof) with norms ‖ · ‖I and ‖ · ‖O respectively. Here, the
computational problem is to “compute f(x) given the input x ∈ I.” The associated
condition number at a point x ∈ I is defined as the maximal error in the output
of f subject to infinitesimal perturbations in x. Here is the definition from the
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textbook by Bau and Trefethen [9, Lecture 12]:
(1) κ[f ](x) := lim
ǫ→0
sup
x′∈I,
‖x−x′‖≤ǫ
‖f(x)− f(x′)‖O
‖x− x′‖I ;
The number κ[f ](x) is called the absolute condition number. On the other hand,
the relative condition number is κrel[f ](x) := κ[f ](x)
‖x‖I
‖f(x)‖O . In this article we will
mainly consider absolute condition numbers.
If f is differentiable then the foregoing specializes to
κ[f ](x) = max
z∈I
‖Jf(x)z‖O
‖z‖I ,
where Jf (x) is the Jacobian matrix of f at x. The latter expression is called spectral
norm of Jf (x) and is denoted ‖Jf(x)‖I→O.
An immediate problem with (1) is that it works only with vector spaces. Rice [65]
extended the definition of condition to the case where input and output space
are general nonlinear metric spaces ; the special case of Riemannian manifolds1 he
stated in [65, Theorem 3]. Assume that I and O are Riemannian manifolds and
the function f : I → O models the computational problem. Then, Rice’s definition
of condition at a point x ∈ I is
(2) κ[f ](x) := lim
ǫ→0
sup
x′∈I,
dI(x,x
′)≤ǫ
dO(f(x), f(x′))
dI(x, x′)
,
where dI(·, ·) denotes the distance given by the Riemannian metric on I and anal-
ogously for O. Rice showed in [65, Theorem 4] that if the map f is differentiable,
then we have
κ[f ](x) = ‖Dxf‖I→O = sup
tx∈TxI
‖(Dxf)(tx)‖O
‖tx‖I ,
where Dxf : TxI → Tf(x)O is the derivative of f at x. Recall that the derivative
is a linear map between the tangent space TxI of I at x to the tangent space of O
at f(x); see Section 3 below. It is the generalization of the Jacobian matrix Jf (x)
to maps between manifolds.
Rice’s definition of condition captures a wide variety of computational problems,
as for instance discussed by Geurts [35]. But the picture is not complete yet. The
issue with (2) is that it does not cover the case when a computational problem is
given implicitly and not explicitly through a map f . For instance, the problem of
computing zeros of polynomials cannot be modeled with one explicit map because
polynomials have several zeros. Using local maps, however, it can be formulated
in terms of Rice’s definition from (2). Wilkinson [83] and later Woz´niakowski [86]
realized this and derived a local condition number. This approach was given a
geometric framework by Shub and Smale in their series of papers on Be´zout’s theo-
rem [68–72]; see also the books by Blum, Cucker, Shub and Smale [13] and Bu¨rgisser
and Cucker [17]. We discuss this next.
The idea for extending Rice’s definition to implicit problems is using a so-called
smooth solution manifold :
(3) S ⊂ I ×O
The computational problem on an input x from the smooth input manifold I is
finding a corresponding output y from the smooth output manifold O such that
(x, y) ∈ S. The computational problem is thus defined implicitly by S. The
corresponding condition number must be defined at (x, y) ∈ S and not at the
input x, because the sensitivity to perturbations in the output depends on which
output is considered. The precise definition is as follows: let πI : S → I and πO :
1All concepts from differential geometry are explained in detail in Section 3; up to that point
an intuitive understanding of manifolds as smooth subsets of an ambient Euclidean space suffices.
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S → O be the projections on the input and output manifolds, respectively. We will
assume that dimS = dim I, because otherwise almost all inputs x have infinitely
many outputs (dimS > dim I) or no outputs (dimS < dim I). In those cases,
it is not meaningful to discuss a condition number. Furthermore, we will assume
that πI is surjective, which means that every x ∈ I is allowed as input. When
D(x,y)πI is invertible, the inverse function theorem for manifolds [50, Theorem 4.5]
implies that πI is locally invertible. Hence, there is a local smooth solution map
πO ◦ π−1I , which locally around (x, y) makes the computational problem explicit.
This local map has a condition number as above, so that it is sensible to define
κ(x, y) = κ[πO ◦ π−1I ](x). In particular, if there is an explicit map f : I → O, such
that S is the graph of f , then (4) reduces to Rice’s definition from (2). On the
other hand, if πI is not locally invertible, we set κ(x, y) =∞. We therefore have
(4) κ(x, y) =
{
‖Dx(πO ◦ π−1I )‖I→O if D(x,y)πI is invertible,
∞ otherwise. ,
The points in the setW := {(x, y) ∈ S | D(x,y)πI is invertible} are called well-posed
tuples, in resemblance to the term ill-posed from above. Since πI is a smooth map
on a smooth manifold, its derivative has constant rank almost everywhere on S. If
this constant rank is not the maximum value, dimS = dim I, then W is the empty
manifold W = ∅. In this case we say that the computational problem (3) is ill
posed. Otherwise W is an open submanifold of S so that the condition number κ
is finite almost everywhere.
A classic example that falls into the Shub-Smale framework of condition, but
which is not captured by (2), is the problem of computing eigenpairs of symmetric
matrices. The input manifold in this case is I = {A ∈ Rn×n | A = AT }, the output
manifold is O = Sn × R, and S = {(A, (v, λ)) ∈ I ×O | Av = λv}.
The Shub-Smale framework has also played a pivotal role in the solution of
Smale’s 17th problem [73] by Shub and Smale [68–72], Beltra´n and Pardo [12],
Bu¨rgisser and Cucker [16], and finally Lairez [48].
1.1. Unconstrained perturbations. Before stating our main results we have to
clarify what we mean by unconstrained perturbations. This notion presupposes the
existence of an ambient space of the input manifold I, such as another Riemannian
manifold in which I is embedded. In this article we restrict ourselves to embedded
Riemannian submanifolds I ⊂ Rn with the standard Euclidean metric inherited
from Rn, because this is the most common case in applications, as illustrated by
our examples in Section 6 and 7. The theory for general submanifolds goes beyond
the scope of this article; we leave it for future work.
In the definitions of condition numbers from (2) and (4) the perturbed input x′
is assumed to be a point in I. This means that the error ∆x = x′−x in the limit as
x′ → x is assumed to be tangential to I; see Figure 1. The assumption of tangential
errors is a recurring criticism of the above theory of condition. Whether or not this
assumption is warranted depends entirely on how the inputs of the computational
problem are specified, either intrinsically or extrinsically. We say the input is given
intrinsically if the coordinates in some local coordinate chart of I are provided.
In this case, infinitesimal perturbations result only in tangential perturbations.
This assumption is easily violated in applications, as shown by our examples in
Section 6 and 7. In those cases the inputs are specified extrinsically in coordinates
of the ambient space Rn. Then, an infinitesimal perturbation of x results in an
unconstrained perturbation x′ = x+∆x, which need not necessarily be a point on I.
That is, ∆x is not constrained to be tangent to I. Our principal contribution is
extending the theory of condition to such unconstrained perturbations of the inputs.
A theory of condition with unconstrained perturbations must involve a compu-
tational problem that is not only defined on I, but also outside of I. That is, we
should extend the definition of the computational problem to a neighborhood of I.
Informally, we found the following extension of the original formulation reasonable:
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x
x
x′∆x
Figure 1. The picture shows a nonlinear input manifold I. The right side of the
picture shows a magnification of the I around the black input point x. Definition (4)
of the condition number assumes as perturbation x′ that is constrained to lie on I.
Therefore, as x′ approaches x, the error ∆x = x′ − x becomes tangential to I.
The computational problem on input a ∈ Rn is finding x ∈ I that
minimizes the distance to a, and then computing an output y for x.
The formal version of this extension is delayed until Section 2. For now let us
call κAP(a, y) the condition number of this computational problem (“AP” stands
for “approximation problem”). Perhaps surprisingly, if a = x ∈ I ⊂ Rn is a valid
input and if we assume unconstrained perturbations for a = x, then the condition
number of this extended problem equals the classic condition number from (4)!
This is stated as our main result next.
Theorem 1 (Unconstrained perturbations). At any point (x, y) ∈ S we have the
equality κAP(x, y) = κ(x, y).
This result shows that for inputs on the manifold I it indeed suffices to study
the tangential component of the perturbation; the normal component plays no role.
For such points, the classic framework suffices, hereby assuaging any concerns that
restricting to tangential perturbations would underestimate the condition number.
We refer to Remark 1 for more on this topic, specifically its connection to the so-
called structured condition number in numerical analysis; see, e.g., [8,36,42,45,66].
Theorem 1 considers unconstrained perturbations of an input x ∈ I. But for
inputs a 6∈ I with closest point x ∈ I, the result is no longer valid. We will show
in Section 2, specifically Theorem 2, that in this case the way in which I curves
in its ambient space Rn enters the picture. To the best of our knowledge, the
role of curvature in the theory of condition of computational problems involving
approximation was not previously identified. We see this is as one of the main
contributions of this article.
Taking the viewpoint that points outside of I should be replaced by their closest
point on I lead us to an additional computational problem that we call the (gen-
eralized) critical point problem. The idea is to replace points outside of I by one of
the critical points of the squared distance function to I. In Section 2.2 and 2.3 we
characterize the condition number of these problems, yielding a result analogous to
Theorem 2. Moreover, we establish an essential connection between critical point
problems and the sensitivity of outputs produced by algorithms in Riemannian
optimization [4, 40, 78].
1.2. Outline. In the next section we carefully develop our theory of condition
for unconstrained perturbations. Moreover, we discuss how these results relate
to Riemannian optimization problems. Our main results explain how curvature
enters the condition number of approximation and critical point problems in terms
of the so-called Weingarten map. The results of this section can be stated using
elementary concepts from differential geometry that can be understood intuitively.
However, their proofs require more advanced, fundamental concepts in differential
geometry. For this reason, in Section 3, we recall these concepts, mainly focusing
on the Euclidean connection and Weingarten map. Then, in Section 4 we present
the key ingredient of the proofs of the main results, namely the derivative of the
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projection onto the base of the normal bundle. In the short Section 5 we survey
two applications of approximation and generalized critical point problems. The first
application, compressed sensing of low-rank matrices, is discussed in Section 6. The
second application is the triangulation problem in multiview geometry in Section 7.
Proofs of the technical results are given in Section 8. The paper is ultimately
concluded in Section 9 with a final discussion and future work.
2. Main Results
In this section we state our main results. For this, we recall and summarize the
assumptions from the previous section.
Assumption 1. The m-dimensional input manifold I is a Riemannian embedded
smooth submanifold of Rn, where m < n, equipped with the standard Euclidean
inner product from Rn as Riemannian metric. The output manifold O is smooth.
The solution manifold S ⊂ I ×O is m-dimensional, and the projection πI : S → I
is surjective.
For brevity we introduce the following shorthand notation.
Notation. Let M and N be Riemannian manifolds and F : M→ N a map. We
write ‖DxF‖ := ‖DxF‖M→N . The identity map 1M : M → M is denoted by 1
throughout, the space on which it is the identity being clear from the context.
2.1. The condition number of approximation problems. Here we investigate
rigorously the main points that were introduced informally in Section 1.1. First,
we formalize the computational problem whose condition we want to study. Let
T ⊂ Rn be a tubular neighborhood of I (see Section 3.3). We assume that T has
the additional property that for each point a ∈ T there is a unique point x on
I that minimizes the distance from I to a. Such tubular neighborhoods always
exist by suitably restricting the height [44, Chapter 4, Section 5]. We define the
approximation problem (AP) as follows: on input a ∈ T , we seek to find y ∈ O
with (x, y) ∈ S and x the closest point on I to a. For this problem the implicit
formulation as in (3) is as follows:
SAP := {(a, y) ∈ T ×O | (PI(a), y) ∈ S} ,(AP)
where PI : T → I, a 7→ argminx∈I‖x− a‖ is the nonlinear projection that maps a
point a ∈ T to the point on I that minimizes the distance to a.
The idea for defining the condition number of (AP) is to apply the Shub–Smale
framework from (4) to SAP. However, a priori it is not clear that SAP has the
structure of a smooth submanifold of T × O. The essential observation is that it
does not need to be! In fact, the definition of the condition number (4) distinguishes
well-posed points from ill-posed points, and only for well-posed points the manifold
structure is needed. We use this observation in our definition of the condition
number of (AP) as follows.
We define the well-posed tuples for (AP) to be
WAP := {(a, y) ∈ T ×O | (PI(a), y) ∈ W} ,
and in Section 8.3, we prove the following result.
Lemma 1. Assume W is not empty. Then, WAP is an embedded submanifold of
dimension n. Moreover, WAP is dense in SAP.
We think this definition is reasonable, because the AP consists of first computing
x and then using x as input to compute y. If (x, y) was ill-posed to begin with, the
computational problem as a whole should be ill-posed. Moreover, if W = ∅ then
WAP = ∅, so (AP) is ill posed if the original problem is ill-posed.
The condition number of the AP is now given by (4). For brevity we drop the
subscript of the spectral norm henceforth.
κAP(a, y) =
{
‖Da(πO ◦ π−1I ◦ PI)‖ if (a, y) ∈ WAP,
∞ otherwise ,(5)
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where πI and πO are the projections onto the input and output manifolds respec-
tively, and π−1I is the local inverse of πI at (x, y) ∈ S. Note that κAP(a, y) < ∞
for (a, y) ∈ WAP by definition, which justifies calling them well-posed tuples.
The strategy of projecting a ∈ T onto the manifold I can be understood as
constructing a particular smooth extension from a neighborhood N ⊂ I of x ∈ I
to a tubular neighborhood T of N of the smooth map πO ◦ π−1I , insofar as I is a
strict submanifold. Smooth extensions need not be unique, so that different ways
to extend the computational problem can lead to different condition numbers even
at (x, y) ∈ S. By expanding the set of possible perturbations the condition number
can only worsen at points in S. Some explicit examples of this were discussed in [8].
Therefore, Theorem 1 is optimal : no other smooth extension of the computational
problem defined by S can have a strictly smaller condition number on S.
Now, let a ∈ Rn and x = PI(a). Then, by construction η := a − x ∈ NxI is
a normal vector of I at x. The curvature of I at x is captured by a classically
studied object in Riemannian geometry called the Weingarten map; it is a linear
map Sη : TxI → TxI measuring the difference between the curvature tensors of I
and the ambient space Rn [49, Chapter 8]. We will properly review it in Section 3.
There the use of the subscript η is also clarified. We can state this second main
result, which we prove in Section 8.3.
Theorem 2 (Unconstrained perturbations II). Let a ∈ Rn be sufficiently close
to I, specifically lying in a tubular neighborhood of I, so that it has a unique closest
point x ∈ I. Let η = a− x. If (a, y) ∈ WAP, then
κAP(a, y) = ‖(D(x,y)πO)(D(x,y)πI)−1(1− Sη)−1‖,
where Sη : TxI → TxI is the Weingarten map. Moreover, if (a, y) ∈ SAP \ WAP
then D(x,y)πI is not invertible.
Corollary 1. κAP : SAP → R ∪ {+∞} is continuous.
Observe that Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2, because S0 = 0. By
continuity, the effect of curvature on the sensitivity of the computational problem
can essentially be ignored for small ‖η‖, i.e., for points a very close to I.
Curvature has entered the picture in Theorem 2 in the form of the Weingarten
map Sη. It is an extrinsic property of I, however, so that the condition number
κAP depends on the Riemannian embedding of I into some Rn. Intuitively this is
coherent, as different embeddings give rise to different computational problems each
with their own sensitivity to perturbations in the ambient space. The contribution
of the solution manifold S to the condition number of the approximation problem,
i.e., (D(x,y)πO)(D(x,y)πI)−1, is intrinsic and does not depend on the embedding.
Remark 1. A smooth extension to handle unconstrained perturbations and ex-
trinsic representations is natural in our setting because we do not assume that the
computational problem is meaningfully defined outside of I. However, sometimes it
may happen that the computational model given implicitly by S is a restriction of
exactly the same computational problem defined on a larger input domain A ⊃ I.
An example is the problem of computing simple eigenvalues of complex square ma-
trices. The condition number of various restriction to submanifolds of this problem
were studied in [45,66], including the manifolds of matrices that are real and com-
plex symmetric, Hermitian, skew-symmetric, Toeplitz, and circulant. It turns out
that for several restrictions there is no difference between the usual condition num-
ber and the condition number of the restricted problem, but in some cases there
can be large differences such as the restriction to skew-symmetric matrices [45].
Remark 2. Our analysis can be generalized straightforwardly to any Riemann-
ian metric originating from an inner product on Rn; that is, a metric gx(v, w) =
vTMw = 〈v, w〉M for v, w ∈ TxRn with constant positive definite M ∈ Rn×n. The
reason is that 〈x, y〉M = 〈Lx,Ly〉 where M = LLT is the Cholesky decomposition
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of M , so that this situation reduces to the standard Euclidean metric after a linear
change of coordinates.
2.2. The condition number of critical point problems. The projection PI
onto the input manifold I often has no closed-form expression for nonlinear mani-
folds. Therefore, in applications involving the problem (AP), the projection is often
approximated via some optimization procedure applied to a distance function, as
in the examples we present in Section 6 and 7. For nonconvex manifolds I, opti-
mization methods usually only guarantee that the first-order optimality conditions
are satisfied [4]. This made us wonder about the condition number of (AP) where
we replace the projection PI by a map that produces one of the points satisfying
these first-order optimality conditions, further generalizing the (AP) to a compu-
tational problem that we call the generalized critical point problem (GCPP). This
most general formulation is discussed in the next section. Here, we first study a
special case that is important to understand the general case.
The special case arises when the solution manifold S ⊂ I × O is the graph of
the identity map 1 : I → I, so O = I. Given a point a ∈ Rn, the problem
in (AP) comprises finding an output x ∈ I so that ‖x − a‖ is minimized in the
Euclidean distance. This is a textbook example of a Riemannian optimization
problem. Indeed, it can be formulated as the least-squares problem
min
x∈I
1
2
‖a− x‖2.(6)
Computing global minimizers of this optimization problem is usually too ambitious a
task when I is a complicated nonlinear and nonconvex manifold. Most Riemannian
optimization methods will therefore only seek to satisfy the first-order necessary
optimality conditions of (6), namely a− x ∈ NxI. We say that such optimization
methods attempt to solve the critical point problem (CPP). In general, the implicit
formulation of the CPP is as follows:
SCPP := {(a, x) ∈ Rn × I | x− a ∈ NxI} .(CPP)
We call SCPP the critical point locus, and have the following result.
Lemma 2. SCPP is a submanifold of Rn × I of dimension n.
Consequently, the CPP falls into the realm of the theory of condition from (4).
For distinguishing them from the projections associated to S, we denote the co-
ordinate projections of SCPP by ΠRn : SCPP → Rn and ΠI : SCPP → I. The
corresponding submanifold of well-posed tuples is
WCPP := {(a, x) ∈ Rn × I | D(a,x)ΠRn is invertible},
The condition number associated to (CPP) is
κCPP(a, x) =
{
‖D(a,x)ΠI (D(a,x)ΠRn)−1‖ if (a, x) ∈ WCPP
∞ otherwise. .
As the next theorem shows, the condition number of the CPP depends on the
curvature of I and the distance from a to x. The proof is provided in Section 8.1.
Theorem 3 (Critical points as output). Let (a, x) ∈ WCPP and η := a− x. Then,
κCPP(a, x) = ‖ (1− Sη)−1 ‖,
where Sη : TxI → TxI is the Weingarten map. Moreover, if (a, x) ∈ SCPP \WCPP,
then 1− Sη is not invertible.
Corollary 2. κCPP : SCPP → R ∪ {+∞} is continuous.
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x
aa+∆a
x+∆x
Figure 2. The picture shows an input a for the critical point problem of the
parabola. The circle with critical radius is above the parabola, its center (the gray
point) is a focal point of the parabola, i.e., it is a point in ΣCPP. The point a also
lies above the parabola, so η = a − x points towards the focal point. This means
that the principal curvature at x in direction of η is c1 > 0. Moreover, c1‖η‖ < 1,
and thus, by (7), we have κCPP(a, x) > 1. In other words, the curvature of the
parabola amplifies the perturbation ‖∆a‖.
Let us investigate the meaning of this theorem a little further. For η 6= 0, let
w := η‖η‖ and let c1, . . . , cm be the eigenvalues of Sw =
1
‖η‖Sη. The map Sη is self-
adjoint, so that the ci are all real. The eigenvalues of Sη are then c1‖η‖, . . . , cm‖η‖,
so that Theorem 3 implies that
(7) κCPP(a, x) = max
1≤i≤m
1∣∣1− ci‖η‖∣∣ , where η = a− x.
In particular, if ‖η‖ci = 1 for some i, then κCPP(a, x) = ∞. The principal cur-
vatures ci of I at x in direction of η have the following classic geometric mean-
ing [75, Chapter 1]. If ui ∈ TxI is a unit length eigenvector of the eigenvalue ci,
then locally around x and in the direction of ui the manifold I contains an infin-
itesimal arc of a circle with center x + c−11 w = x + (ci‖η‖)−1η containing x. This
circle is called an osculating circle. The radii r1 := |c1|−1, . . . , rm := |cm|−1 of
those circles are called the critical radii of I at x in direction η. Consequently,
κCPP(a, x) = ∞ if and only if I contains an infinitesimal arc of the circle with
center x + η = a. In other words, if ‖η‖ lies close to any of the critical radii then
the CPP is ill-conditioned at (a, x).
The formula from (7) makes it apparent that for some inputs we may have that
κCPP(a, x) < 1. In other words, for some input points a ∈ Rn the infinitesimal
error ‖∆a‖ is shrinked! Figures 2 and 3 give a geometric explanation of when the
error is shrinkend and when it is amplified.
We also have an interpretation of κCPP(a, x) as a normalized inverse distance to
ill-posedness: for (a, x) ∈ SCPP, let η = a−x be the normal vector that connects a.
The locus of ill-posed inputs for the CPP is ΣCPP = SCPP \WCPP. The projection
ΠRn(ΣCPP) is well studied in the literature. Thom [76] calls it the target envelope
2
of SCPP, while Porteous [62] calls it the focal set of I, and for curves in the plane
it is called the evolute; see Chapter 10 of [58]. The points in the intersection of
{x}× (x+Rη) with ΣCPP are given by the multiples of the normal vector η whose
length equals one of the critical radii r1, . . . , rm. Comparing with (7) we find
1
κCPP(a, x)
= min
η0∈Rη: (x,a+η0)∈ΣCPP
‖η0‖
| ‖η0‖ − ‖η‖ | , where η = a− x.
This is an interpretation of the condition number in the spirit of Demmel [21, 22].
2.3. The condition number of general critical point problems. Having stud-
ied the special case of projecting a point in the ambient space Rn to a critical point
of the distance to I, we are now ready to consider the most general formulation that
we treat in this work. As we mentioned before, our motivation stems from solving
2Actually, Thom calls it the target envelope of the normal bundle of I. However, as shown in
the proof of Lemma 2, the normal bundle of I is diffeomorphic to SCPP.
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Figure 3. The picture shows two inputs for the critical point problem of the
parabola other than in Figure 2. In the left picture the point a lies below the
parabola, so η = a−x points away from the focal point. This means that the princi-
pal curvature at x in direction of η is c1 < 0, so that by (7) we have κCPP(a, x) < 1.
The curvature of the parabola shrinks the perturbation ‖∆a‖. The right picture
shows a point a, which lies above the parabola, so that the corresponding critical
curvature is positive. However, c1‖η| > 1, and so by (7) we have κCPP(a, x) < 1.
Again, the curvature of the parabola shrinks the perturbation ‖∆a‖.
(AP) when a closed-form solution of the projection PI is lacking. Oftentimes S
is the graph of a local diffeomorphism F : O → I; in fact, all of our examples in
Section 6 and 7 are of this type. Then, (AP) can be solved by modeling it as a
Riemannian optimization problem, as follows
min
y∈O
1
2
‖a− F (y)‖2.(8)
We called such problems parameter identification problems in [15] and analyzed the
convergence properties of Riemannian Gauss–Newton (RGN) methods for solving
them. Using Riemannian optimization, one can in general only hope to find points
satisfying the first-order optimality conditions of problem (8), as with these RGN
methods. This results in a generalized critical point problem: given a ∈ Rn, produce
an output y ∈ O satisfying the first-order optimality conditions of (8).
We can implicitly formulate the foregoing computational problem as follows:
SGCPP := {(a, x, y) ∈ Rn × I ×O | (a, x) ∈ SCPP and (x, y) ∈ S} ,(GCPP)
which is equally valid if S is not a graph of a local diffeomorphism. Unlike in the
input-output framework from (3), SGCPP is defined using three factors: the first is
the input and the third is the output. The second factor I encodes how the output
is obtained from the input. We believe it is reasonable to label those triples ill-
posed where either (a, x) ∈ SCPP is ill-posed for the (CPP) or (x, y) ∈ S is ill-posed
for the original problem. Therefore, the well-posed locus is
WGCPP := {(a, x, y) ∈ Rn × I ×O | (a, x) ∈ WCPP and (x, y) ∈ W} .
As before, it is not important if SGCPP is a manifold, because it is sufficient that
the well-posed tuples form a manifold, as is shown next.
Lemma 3. Assume W and WCPP are not empty. Then, WGCPP is an embedded
submanifold of Rn ×W of dimension n. Moreover, WGCPP is dense in SGCPP.
Consequently, we can use the definition of condition from (4). We denote by
ΠRn :WGCPP → Rn and ΠO :WGCPP → O the projection onto the first and third
factor of WGCPP, respectively.3 The condition number of the GCPP is then
κGCPP(a, x, y) =
{
‖(D(a,x,y)ΠO) (D(a,x,y)ΠRn)−1‖ if (a, x, y) ∈ WGCPP
∞ otherwise,(9)
3We are using the same notation as for WCPP, but this should not cause confusion as the latter
is a special case of the GCPP.
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As above for the approximation problem, we have κGCPP(a, x, y) < ∞ for tuples
(a, x, y) ∈ WGCPP, which justifies calling those tuples well-posed. Our final main
result is similar to Theorem 2; it is proved in Section 8.2.
Theorem 4 (Generalized critical point problem). Let (a, x, y) ∈ WGCPP and let
η = a− x. Then, we have
κGCPP(a, x, y) = ‖(D(x,y)πO) (D(x,y)πI)−1 (1− Sη)−1 ‖,
where πI : S → I and πO : S → O are coordinate projections of S, Sη : TxI → TxI
is the Weingarten map in the direction η. Moreover, if (a, x, y) ∈ SGCPP \WGCPP,
then either D(x,y)πI or 1− Sη is not invertible.
Corollary 3. κGCPP : SGCPP → R ∪ {+∞} is continuous.
An immediate corollary from this theorem is obtained by using (7) and the
submultiplicativity of the spectral norm.
Corollary 4. Let (a, x, y) ∈ SGCPP and η = a− x. We have
κ(x, y)
max
1≤i≤m
∣∣1− ci‖η‖∣∣ ≤ κGCPP(a, x, y) ≤ κ(x, y)min
1≤i≤m
∣∣1− ci‖η‖∣∣ ,
where c1, . . . , cm are the principal curvatures of I at x in direction η, and κ(x, y)
is the condition number associated to the computational problem modeled by S.
2.4. Implications for Riemannian optimization. In Section 2.2, we estab-
lished a connection between the CPP and the Riemannian optimization problem (6):
SCPP is the manifold of critical tuples (a, x) ∈ Rn×I, such that x is a critical point
of the squared distance function from I to a. Many Riemannian optimization
methods only guarantee to satisfy (numerically) the necessary first-order optimal-
ity conditions [4]. Therefore, SCPP captures which input–output pairs can result
from applying such Riemannian optimization methods to (6).
For the general implicit formulations in (AP) and (GCPP), the connection to
Riemannian optimization is not immediately evident. A particularly important
instance of (AP) is when S is the graph of a map F : O → I. In this case,
Proposition 1 below establishes the connection between (AP) and the Riemannian
optimization problem T → O, a 7→ argminy∈O 12‖a−F (y)‖2. However, in the most
general situation S is such that there are several outputs y ∈ O for an input I. In
this case we must treat all those tuples (x, y) ∈ S seperately. This is the reason for
the restriction to open neighborhoods in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let the input manifold I, output manifold O, well-posed loci W
and WAP be as in (AP). Assume that (a⋆, y⋆) ∈ WAP is a well-posed tuple for
the (AP) with x⋆ ∈ I the point closest to a⋆. Then, there exists an open neighbor-
hood N(x⋆,y⋆) ⊂ W of (x⋆, y⋆) and a tubular neighborhood Ta⋆ ⊂ T of πI(N(x⋆,y⋆)),
which contains a⋆, so that the Riemannian optimization problem
ρ(a⋆,y⋆) : Ta⋆ → O, a 7→ πO ◦ argmin
(x,y)∈N(x⋆,y⋆)
1
2
‖a− πI(x, y)‖2
is an instance of (AP) and its condition number at (a, y) is κAP(a, y).
The solutions of the GCPP were defined as the generalization of the AP to
critical points. However, we did not show that they too can be seen as the critical
tuples of a distance function optimized over in a Riemannian optimization problem.
This connection is established next.
Proposition 2. (a, x, y) ∈ WGCPP if and only if (a, (x, y)) is a well-posed critical
tuple of the function optimized over in the Riemannian optimization problem
min
(x,y)∈W
1
2
‖a− πI(x, y)‖2.
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Proof of Proposition 2. Taking the derivative of the objective function at a point
(x, y) ∈ W we see that the critical points satisfy 〈a − x,D(x,y)πI(x˙, y˙)〉 = 0 for
all (x˙, y˙) ∈ T(x,y)W . By the definition of W , the derivative D(x,y)πI is surjective,
which implies that (D(x,y)πI)(T(x,y)W) = TxI. Therefore, the condition of being
a critical point is equivalent to a− x ∈ NxI. 
Our main motivation for studying critical points instead of only the global mini-
mizer as in (AP) stems from our desire to predict the sensitivity of outputs of Rie-
mannian optimization methods for solving approximation problems like (6) and (8).
When applied to a well-posed optimization problem, these methods in general only
guarantee convergence to critical points [4]. However, in practice, convergence to
critical points that are not local minimizers is extremely unlikely [4]. The reason
is that they are unstable outputs of these algorithms. Applying a tiny perturbation
to such critical points will cause the optimization method to escape their vicinity,
and with high probability, converge to a local minimizer instead.
Remark 3. One should be careful to separate condition from stability. The former
is a property of a problem, the latter the property of an algorithm. We do not
claim that computing critical points of GCPPs other than local minimizers are ill-
conditioned problems. We only claim that many Riemannian optimization methods
are unstable algorithms for computing them. This is not a bad property, since the
goal in Riemannian optimization is to find minimizers, not critical points!
For critical points of the GCPP that are local minimizers, it is reasonable to
expect that we can connect their sensitivity and condition number to a Riemannian
optimization problem like (AP). The next result shows that such a correspondence
is obtained by restricting the GCPP to a neighborhood of the local minimizer.
Theorem 5 (Condition of local minimizers). Let the input manifold I, the output
manifold O, and well-posed loci W and WGCPP be as in (GCPP). Assume that
(a⋆, x⋆, y⋆) ∈ WGCPP and x⋆ is a local minimizer of da⋆ : I → R, x 7→ 12‖a⋆ − x‖2.
Then, there exist open neighborhoods Aa⋆ ⊂ Rn around a⋆ and N(x⋆,y⋆) ⊂ W
around (x⋆, y⋆), so that the Riemannian optimization problem
ρ(a⋆,x⋆,y⋆) : Aa⋆ → O, a 7→ πO ◦ argmin
(x,y)∈N(x⋆,y⋆)
1
2
‖a− πI(x, y)‖2
is an (AP) and its condition number at (a, (x, y)) is κGCPP(a, x, y) = κAP(a, y).
Taking I = O and S as the graph of the identity map 1, the next result follows.
Corollary 5. Let the input manifold I, and well-posed loci W and WCPP be as in
(CPP). Assume that (a⋆, x⋆) ∈ WCPP is well-posed and that x⋆ is a local minimizer
of da⋆ : I → R, x 7→ 12‖a⋆ − x‖2. Then, there exist open neighborhoods Aa⋆ ⊂ Rn
around a⋆ and Ix⋆ ⊂ I around x⋆, so that the Riemannian optimization problem
ρ(a⋆,x⋆) : Aa⋆ → I, a 7→ argmin
x∈Ix⋆
1
2
‖a− x‖2
is an (AP) and its condition number at (a, x) is κCPP(a, x) = κAP(a, x).
3. Differential geometry preliminaries
In order to prove the foregoing results, we need to recall the necessary tools from
differential geometry. Because we want this article to be as accessible as possible,
we give a rather detailed introduction to curvature of embedded manifolds in the
next subsections. The techniques in this section will also be used in the following
sections to compute expressions for the Weingarten map in coordinates.
The first subsections cover smooth manifolds as treated in [50]: Chapter 3 in
that reference is summarized in Section 3.1; Chapters 4 and 5 are summarized in
Section 3.2; Section 3.3 is covered in detail in Chapters 6 and 10; and Section 3.4
summarizes Chapters 8, 9 and 10. Section 3.5 and 3.6 cover Riemannian manifolds;
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the former summarizes [49, Chapter 3] and the latter [49, Chapter 8]. Proofs of the
fundamental results appearing below can be found in books such as [24,49,50,58–60].
Readers familiar with these references can safely jump forward to the next section.
3.1. Manifolds. By smooth n-dimensional manifold we mean a C∞ topological
manifold that is second-countable, Hausdorff, and locally Euclidean of dimension n,
in the sense of [24, 49, 50, 58–60].
Let Mm ⊂ Rn be an m-dimensional smooth submanifold that is embedded ; see
below for the precise definition. Let p ∈ M be a point. Then, the tangent space
to M at p can be defined as the linear span of ddt |t=0γ(t) where γ ⊂ M is a
smooth curve (a one-dimensional submanifold) passing through p at 0. The linear
subspace of Rn attached at p of dimension m is denoted by TpM. A tangent
vector is thus a vector v emanating from p, i.e., formally a tuple (p, v). We also
denote a tangent vector by vp := (p, v) and usually even drop the subscript if
there can be no confusion. A tangent vector (p, v) ∈ TpM ⊂ TpRn is identified
with the differential operator v1∂1 + · · · + vn∂n, where ∂ixj = δi,j , the Kronecker
delta, and xj are coordinates on R
n. Thus a tangent vector vp = (p, v) ∈ TpM
can be made to act on smooth functions f : M → R via vpf := (vf)(p). This
is the usual directional derivative on Rn. The interpretation of tangent vectors as
differential operators motivates the general definition: the tangent space TpM is the
m-dimensional linear subspace of differential operators at p. A differential operator
at p ∈ M is a map v from the vector space C∞(M) over R of smooth functions
f :M→ R to R that satisfies the product rule: vp(f ·g) = (vpf) ·g(p)+f(p) · (vpg)
for all f, g ∈ C∞(M); by vpf we mean (vf)(p) as above, i.e., a derivation in the
“direction” of v evaluated at p.
3.2. Embeddings. A diffeomorphism between smooth manifolds M and N is a
smooth map F : M → N that has a smooth inverse map F−1 : N → M. Dif-
feomorphic manifolds have the same dimension. A map F : M → N is a local
diffeomorphism if every point p ∈ M has an open neighborhood such that re-
stricted to this neighborhood F is a diffeomorphism onto its image. An injective
local diffeomorphism is a (global) diffeomorphism.
The derivative of a smooth map F : M → N at p is a linear map DpF :
TpM→ TF (p)N ; it is defined by (DpF (p, v))f = v(f ◦ F ) for all smooth functions
f : N → R. The derivative of F has constant rank if the rank of DpF does not
depend on p ∈ M. If this rank equals dimM then the derivative is injective and
F is called a smooth immersion. On the other hand if F has constant rank dimN ,
then the derivative is surjective and F is called a smooth submersion. F is a local
diffeomorphism if it is a smooth submersion and a smooth immersion.
A map ı :M→N is called a smooth embedding if it is both an injective smooth
immersion and a topological embedding onto its image, i.e., a continuous map with
continuous inverse. A subsetM⊂ N is an embedded submanifold if it is a manifold
in the subspace topology and the inclusion map M →֒ N is a smooth embedding
with respect to a smooth structure on M. Images of smooth embeddings are
embedded submanifolds (with respect to the subspace topology and a particular
smooth structure obtained from pushing forward the one of M). An embedded
submanifold M⊂ N is properly embedded if it is a closed subset of N .
3.3. Tubular neighborhoods. Let Mm ⊂ Rn be an embedded submanifold.
Then, the tangent space TpM is a linear subspace of TpRn ≃ Rn. At every point
p ∈ M a unique tangent space is attached. The disjoint union of these spaces is
called the tangent bundle of M. It is denoted by
TM :=
∐
p∈M
TpM = {(p, v) | p ∈M and v ∈ TpM}.
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The tangent bundle is a smooth manifold of dimension 2n. The normal bundle is
constructed similarly. Recall that the normal space of M in Rn at p is the or-
thogonal complement in Rn of the tangent space TpM, namely NpM := (TpRn)⊥.
The normal bundle is a smooth embedded submanifold of Rn×Rn of dimension n;
see [50, Theorem 6.23]. Formally, we write
NM :=
∐
p∈M
NpM = {(p, η) | p ∈M and η ∈ NpM}.
The map E : NM → Rn, (p, η) 7→ p + η is smooth—η is a vector attached at p,
so the addition is well defined. Let δ : M → R+ be a positive continuous (C0)
function. Consider the following open neighborhood of the normal bundle:
(10) Vδ = {(p, η) ∈ NM | ‖η‖ < δ(p)},
where the norm is the one induced from the Riemannian metric; in our setting it is
the standard norm on Rn. There exists a δ such that the restriction E|Vδ becomes
a diffeomorphism onto its image [50, Theorem 6.24]. Consequently, T = E(Vδ) is
an n-dimensional, open, smooth, embedded submanifold of Rn that is additionally
a neighborhood of M. The submanifold T is called a tubular neighborhood of M.
3.4. Vector fields and affine connections. A smooth vector field is a smooth
map X : M → TM from the manifold to its tangent bundle taking a point p to
a tangent vector v. By the notation X |p we mean X(p). A vector field X on a
properly embedded submanifold M⊂ N can be extended to a smooth vector field
X̂ on N such that it agrees on M: X̂ |M = X . A vector field X can be multiplied
by a function f as follows: (fX)|p := f(p)X |p.
A smooth frame of Mm is a tuple of m smooth vector fields (X1, . . . , Xm) that
are linearly independent: (X1|p, . . . , Xm|p) is a linearly independent set of tangent
vectors for all p ∈M. If these tangent vectors are moreover orthonormal for all p,
then the frame is called orthonormal. For every point p of a smooth manifoldMm,
there is a neighborhood Np that admits a smooth (orthonormal) frame.
Let X be a smooth vector field onM. An integral curve of X is a smooth curve,
i.e., the image of a smooth map γ : (−1, 1) → M, such that Dtγ = X |γ(t) for all
t ∈ (−1, 1). For every p ∈ M the smooth vector field X generates an integral curve
γ with starting point p = γ(0). The above implies that on a smooth manifoldMm,
m > 0, there is a smooth (integral) curve realizing a tangent vector v ∈ TpM; that
is, a curve γ such that p = γ(0) and v = D0γ. The reason is that a single point is
a properly embedded submanifold, so its vector field v extends to M.
A central operation we need for computing Weingarten maps are derivatives of
vector fields, more specifically covariant derivatives. Let X (M) denote the set of
smooth vector fields on M. An affine connection is a map
∇ : X (M)×X (M)→ X (M), (X,Y ) 7→ ∇XY
that satisfies (i) ∇(fX+gY )Z = f∇XZ + g∇Y Z, (ii) ∇X(fY ) = f∇XY +X(f)Y ,
and (iii) ∇X(αY + βZ) = α∇XY + β∇XZ for all X,Y, Z ∈ X (M), f, g ∈ C∞(M)
and α, β ∈ R. Note that a vector field X can act on f because of the interpretation
of tangent vectors as differential operators. The value of ∇XY at p is determined
completely by the direction of the vector field X at p and the values of Y . Specifi-
cally, we have (∇XY )|p = ∇X|pY by [49, Lemma 4.2].
3.5. Riemannian manifolds. Riemannian manifolds are smooth manifolds M
equipped with an additional structure: a Riemannian metric g. Informally, this is
a way to assign an inner product gp to every tangent space TpM ofM. This means
gp(x, y) = gp(y, x) and gp(x, x) ≥ 0 with strict inequality if x 6= 0 for all tangent
vectors (p, x), (p, y) ∈ TpM. Moreover, a Riemannian metric g needs to satisfy
additional smoothness properties; see [24, 49, 50, 60]. The only Riemannian metric
we will explicitly use in computations in this paper is the standard Riemannian
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metric of Rn, i.e., the Euclidean inner product gp(x, y) = 〈x, y〉 = xT y, which
automatically satisfies this smoothness property because it is constant on M.
For Riemannian manifolds (M, g), it is desirable that the affine connection is
consistent with the Riemannian metric g, such that
∇Xg(Y, Z) = g(∇XY, Z) + g(Y,∇XZ), for all X,Y, Z ∈ X (M).
A connection is symmetric if ∇XY −∇YX = XY − Y X . A Riemannian manifold
has a unique symmetric affine connection that is compatible with the metric; it is
called the Levi–Civita connection.
In this paper, we need the Levi–Civita connection ∇ only for Riemannian em-
bedded submanifoldsM⊂ Rn equipped with the standard Euclidean metric of Rn.
The standard Levi–Civita connection in this setting is the Euclidean connection:
∇˜XY :=
n∑
i=1
(Xyi)∂i,
where the yi ∈ C∞(M), X acts on yi by differentiation, and the ∂i are the dif-
ferential operators defining a basis for TpR
n at every point p. In other words,
(∂1, . . . , ∂n) is a global, orthonormal, smooth frame for R
n. In our examples, we
will compute the covariant derivative ∇˜XY , with X,Y ∈ X (M), using the classical
derivative, as follows:
(∇˜XY )|p = ∇˜X|pY =
d
dt
Y |γ(t),
where γ(t) is the smooth integral curve realizing X |p and Y ⊂ TM⊂ Rn. This is a
consequence of [49, Lemma 4.9] specialized to the Euclidean connection, but can also
be understood directly from the definition. Note that Y |p ∈ TpM ⊂ TpRn ≃ Rn
by the identification
∑n
i=1 vi∂i ↔ v with vi ∈ C∞(Rn); see [50, Proposition 3.13].
3.6. The second fundamental form and Weingarten map. For Riemannian
embedded submanifolds M ⊂ Rn, two Levi–Civita connections appear to be rele-
vant: the connection ∇ forM and the Euclidean connection ∇˜ of the ambient Rn.
The Gauss formula [49, Theorem 8.2] relates the two:
∇˜XY = ∇XY + II (X,Y ),
where X,Y ∈ X (M) and II (X,Y ) is the second fundamental form. The second
fundamental form at p is simply the projection of the ambient covariant derivative
onto the normal space NpM:
II p(X,Y ) := (II (X,Y ))|p := PNpM
(
(∇˜XY )|p
)
.
Consequently, the covariant derivative ∇XY can also be computed by projecting
the ambient Euclidean covariant derivative ∇˜XY onto the tangent space of M.
The second fundamental form is symmetric in X and Y . Consequently, II p(X,Y )
only depends on the tangent vectors X |p and Y |p, which makes the Gauss formula
above well defined; ∇˜XY actually requiresX,Y ∈ X (Rn), but the foregoing remark
shows that any smooth extension yields the same result.
The second fundamental form at p is a smooth map II p : TpM×TpM→ NpM.
Given a normal vector η ∈ NpM ⊂ Rn, we can define the shape operator or
Weingarten map as the symmetric linear map that corresponds to the bilinear map
Hη : TpM× TpM→ R, (v, w) 7→ 〈II (v, w), η〉,
where the Euclidean inner product 〈·, ·〉 is the Riemannian metric on Rn. That is,
〈Sη(v), w〉 = Hη(v, w) = 〈II (v, w), η〉.
An alternative characterization of Sη that we will use to prove Corollary 7 below
is given in [24, Section 6.2]:
(11) Sη : TpM→ TpM, v 7→ PTpM
(
−∇˜vN
)
,
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where PTpM denotes the orthogonal projection onto TpM, N is a smooth extension
of η to a normal vector field on an open neighborhood of p in M, and ∇˜v is the
Euclidean covariant derivative. In other words, Sη maps η to the tangential part of
the usual directional derivative of N in direction of v ∈ M ⊂ Rn. A consequence
of [24, Chapter 6, Proposition 2.1] is that the definition of (11) is independent of
the choice of extension N , and hence Sη is a well-defined linear map.
Computing the second fundamental form is often facilitated by pushing forward
vector fields through a diffeomorphism F : M → N . Recall from [50, Chapter 8]
that the vector fields X on M and Y on N are F -related if for all p ∈ M we have
YF (p) = (DpF )(Xp). When F is a diffeomorphism, there always exists a vector
field Y on N that is F -related to a vector field X on M; indeed this pushforward
is defined by setting Yp = (F∗X)p := (DF−1(p)F )(XF−1(p)). Moreover, the integral
curves generated by X and Y = F∗X are also naturally related.
Proposition 3 (Proposition 9.6 of [50]). The vector fields X and Y are F -related
if and only if for each integral curve γ(t) generated by X, the curve (F ◦ γ)(t) is an
integral curve of Y .
4. Capturing curvature with the Weingarten map
A common theme in all three computational problems (AP, CPP, GCPP) is that
they involve a projection, ΠI : NI → I, (x, η) 7→ x, from the normal bundle NI
to the base of the bundle, I, as first step. Indeed, the first step in the AP, applying
PI , can be interpreted as projecting a point a ∈ Rn to the closest critical point
x ∈ I of the distance function. There is a unique normal vector η ∈ NxI such that
a = x + η, so a can be identified with (x, η) ∈ NI. The CPP on the other hand
projects the ambient a to one particular critical point, determined implicitly by
SCPP. By definition (a, x) ∈ SCPP if η := a− x ∈ NxI, so there is an identification
of (a, x) with (x, η) ∈ NI. Finally, the GCPP consists of the CPP composed with
an implicitly given map from inputs I to outputs O.
The projection ΠI is a smooth map [50, Corollary 10.36]. Since all foregoing
computational problems, under suitable identifications, can be interpreted as com-
posing another map with ΠI , we can anticipate that its derivative contributes to
the condition number. This derivative
D(x,η)ΠI : T(x,η)NI → TxI
is characterized in the next theorem for embedded submanifolds I ⊂ Rn.
Theorem 6. Let (x, η) ∈ NI be a point in the normal bundle and (x˙, η˙) ∈ T(x,η)NI.
Then,
PTxI(x˙+ η˙) = (1− Sη)x˙,
where Sη : TxI → TxI is the Weingarten map at x in direction η.
Corollary 6. Let (a, x) ∈ SCPP ⊂ Rn × I and (a˙, x˙) ∈ T(a,x)SCPP. Then,
PTxI(a˙) = (1− Sη)x˙,
where η = a− x, and Sη : TxI → TxI is the Weingarten map at x in direction η.
The above theorem and corollary are essentially two equivalent formulations. It
thus suffices to prove only one of the two. The proof strategy we employ dates back
at least to Weyl [82], whose argument we applied in modern terminology.
Proof of Theorem 6. We can write a = x + η with x ∈ M and η ∈ NxM. Let
N1, . . . , Nn−m be a local smooth frame of the normal bundle of the m-dimensional
embedded manifold M ⊂ Rn near x. A smooth extension of η to the normal
bundle of M is then N :=∑n−mi=1 αiNi, where the αi ∈ R are the coefficients such
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that η =
∑n−m
i=1 αiNi|x. Take a smooth curve x(t) ∈M with x(0) = x and velocity
d
dtx(t)|t=0 = x˙ ∈ TxM. Then, we construct the following curve in Rn:
a(t) = x(t) + η(t) = x(t) +
m−n∑
i=1
αiNi|x(t).
Note that the above expressions are well-formed, as Ni|x(t) ∈ Nx(t)M⊂ Tx(t)Rn ≃
R
n. Taking derivatives at t = 0, we find
a˙ = ddta(t) = x˙+
m−n∑
i=1
αi∇˜x˙Ni = x˙+ ∇˜x˙N,
where the second equality is by definition of the Euclidean connection and the last
equality is due to the linearity of the connection. Projecting both sides to the
tangent space TxM yields
PTxM(a˙) = x˙+ PTxM
(
∇˜x˙N
)
= x˙− Sηx˙ = (1− Sη)x˙,
where we used (11) in the second step. 
The next result follows almost directly from the previous theorem. The earliest
statement we could locate is due to Abatzoglou [1, Theorem 4.1], who presented
it for C2 embedded submanifolds of Rn and in a local coordinate chart without
reference to the second fundamental form or Weingarten map. Another formulation
in a local coordinate chart appears in [28, Lemma 4.1]. A more modern formulation
is due to Ambrosio and Mantegazza [6, Theorem 3.8]. Recently it was rediscovered
in [51, Theorem C]. The special and much simpler case of points on the manifold
has also been rediscovered several times, for example in [5, Lemma 4].
Corollary 7. Let M ⊂ Rn be a Riemannian embedded submanifold of dimension
m. Then, there exists a tubular neighborhood T of M such that the projection map
PM : T →M, a 7→ minx∈M ‖a− x‖2 is a smooth submersion with derivative
DaPM = (1− Sη)−1PTxM,
where x = PM(a), η = a − x, and Sη : TxM → TxM is the Weingarten map in
the direction of η.
Proof. There exists a tubular neighborhood such that the projection to the base of
the bundle is the projection map PM by [44, Chapter 4, Section 5]. Then, the first
part about the submersion follows from the definition of a tubular neighborhood;
see [50, Proposition 6.25].
The projection map T is equivalent to the map that takes a point to the closest
critical point of the squared distance to the manifold M. By definition of T , the
closest critical point of (x, η) ∈ T ⊂ NM is the base x ∈ M. Therefore, restricted
to T , PM|T = ΠM, where the latter is the projection to the base of the bundle.
The result follows from Theorem 6. 
5. Example applications
In the next two sections we discuss our framework in view of two computational
problems coming from applications. Those are:
(1) recovery of low-rank matrices from sparse signals (in Section 6), and
(2) triangulation in computer vision (in Section 7).
The structure of the sections is similar. First, we identify a manifold of inputs I, a
manifold of outputs O, and the solution manifold S, as well as the manifold SGCPP
for the general critical point problem. Then, we discuss how to compute the second
fundamental form. Finally, we present numerical experiments.
For manifolds N that can be realized as the diffeomorphic image of F :M→N ,
both the vector fields and their integral curves can be studied through the lens of F .
This approach is taken in both examples. Specifically, in the first example, we derive
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the second fundamental form of I using a result on how the second fundamental
form transforms under “affine linear” diffeomorphisms; see Lemma 4. In the other
example, we construct a local smooth frame of I by pushing forward a frame from
a manifold that is well understood. Then, the integral curves of each of the local
smooth vector fields are computed, after which we apply the Gauss formula for
curves [49, Lemma 8.5] to compute the second fundamental form.
In both cases, the Weingarten map is computed as a symmetric matrix that is
obtained as follows. Given a normal vector η we evaluate the second fundamental
form at the local smooth frame and then take inner products with η. This gives us a
representation of the Weingarten map as a symmetric matrix Ŝη relative to the basis
given by the local smooth frame at x ∈ I. A linear change of basis transforms Ŝη
into a matrix that expresses the Weingarten map relative to an orthonormal basis
of TxI. This matrix is then composed with the derivative of the solution map
D(x,y)πO D(x,y)π
−1
I , and we compute the singular values of this composed linear
map numerically to obtain the GCPP condition number.
The theoretical results are corroborated for both examples by numerical experi-
ments. We attached the Matlab code to the ArXiv version of this article. The first
example uses Manopt [14], a package for manifold optimization in Matlab, and the
second one uses functionality from Matlab’s optimization toolbox. The experiments
were performed on a computer that consisted of an Intel Core i7-5600U CPU with
8GB main memory, using Matlab R2017b [55] on Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS.
6. Example I: Compressed sensing and recovery of low-rank matrices
We now apply our framework of condition to the first example motivated by ap-
plications. Compressed sensing is a general framework in signal processing wherein
a signal is assumed to be highly structured. See [27, 29, 34] for an introduction to
the topic. Specifically the signal is assumed to admit a sparse representation; a
classic example of this is a signal that is highly localized in the frequency domain,
i.e., its Fourier expansion contains only a very small number of nonzero elements.
In such a setting, it seems wasteful to sample the whole signal to discover only af-
terwards that a much compacter representation was possible. Compressed sensing
aims to solve this problem by a judicious choice of sensing operator that during the
acquisition of a signal only registers a compressed version of the signal; an example
is running a signal through a filter bank (a tree of high-pass and low-pass filters)
implementing a discrete wavelet transform and then discarding the insignificant co-
efficients via some thresholding scheme. The final objective consists of recovering
the original signal from the observed data and knowledge of the sensing operator.
The specific compressed sensing example that we consider in this section is low-
rank matrix recovery, as discussed in [18]. In this setting, the structured signal is
assumed to be (well-approximated by) a low-rank matrix4 Y ∈ Rm×k. As sensing
operator L, we assume that a surjective affine linear map is chosen. Specifically,
L : Rm×k → Rℓ, Y 7→ A vec(Y ) + b,
where vec(Y ) is the columnwise vectorization of Y , and A ∈ Rℓ×mk and b ∈ Rℓ.
Note that L is only considered a sensing operator if ℓ < mk, so that applying L
yields compressed matrices. Abstractly, the goal in low-rank completion is given
the input data a ∈ Rℓ to output a matrix Y ∈ Rm×k of small rank such that a
chosen distance between a and L(Y ) is minimized.
Low-rank matrix recovery and low-rank matrix completion, a special case wherein
the sensing operator only samples a subset of the entries of the matrix, have several
applications of their own. Image inpainting is a typical example that can be handled
with low-rank matrix completion [38, 46, 52]. In this case a subset of the pixels
of a digital image are missing, e.g., because they are damaged, or purposefully
4In this section we will use an uppercase Y for denoting the output. This should indicate
that Y is a matrix.
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removed, e.g., for subversively removing some features of the image. The task is
to realistically fill in the missing data. A simple approach uses low-rank matrix
completion wherein the image is assumed to be well-approximated by a low-rank
matrix. Recht [63] mentions collaborative filtering [11,64], dimensionality reduction
[67,74], embedding problems [53], and multi-class learning [7,57] as other examples.
Several techniques exist for solving the low-rank matrix completion problem. A
standard approach is explained by Cande`s, Fazel, Recht, and Parillo [18]. They
formulate this as a nuclear norm minimization problem, which serves as a proxy
for minimizing the rank. The nuclear norm of a matrix Y ∈ Rm×k is the sum
of the singular values of Y ; i.e, ‖Y ‖∗ = σ1(Y ) + · · · + σmin{m,k}(Y ). Taking this
viewpoint, [18] formulate the low-rank completion problem as minY ∈Rm×k ‖Y ‖∗,
subject to the constraint ‖a− L(Y )‖ ≤ ǫ; see also [19, 31]. The motivation behind
this is that the nuclear norm is a convex function, and so low-rank matrix recovery is
cast as a convex optimization problem. The approach in [18] is thus in the spirit of
compressed sensing as invented by Donoho [25] and Cande`s, Romberg and Tao [20].
Note that the output space O = Rm×k, as well as the input space I = L(Rm×k)
are flat, and so there is no effect of curvature here.
Another approach to low-rank matrix recovery is due to Vandereycken [80]. He
proposed using Riemannian optimization; see also [2,3]. The minimization problem
in this context is
(12) min
Y ∈Mr
1
2
‖a− L(Y )‖2,
where Mr := {Y ∈ Rm×k : rk (Y ) = r} is the manifold of matrices of rank r for
some fixed r ≥ 1. This is an embedded Riemannian submanifold of dimension r(m+
k− r); see, e.g., [40]. Let us see how curvature affects approximation problem (12).
In order to analyze (12) within our framework we need to verify a few technical
properties. First we make an additional assumption, namely that L is injective
when restricted to an open dense submanifold OLR of Mr; this enables a unique
solution of the low-rank completion problem. Several results in the literature for
matrix completion have constructed deterministic sampling patterns to guarantee
this hypothesis. For instance, Pimentel-Alarco´n, Boston and Nowak [61] consider
the case when b = 0 and A ∈ Rℓ×mk is a submatrix of an mk ×mk permutation
matrix. Bebendorf and Rjasanow [10], on the other hand, place a cross in r rows and
columns and use the reconstruction technique from adaptive cross approximation.
With this extra assumption, since L is also a surjective affine linear map with
derivative of constant rank, the Global Rank Theorem [50, Theorem 4.14] guaran-
tees that L is a diffeomorphism. Hence, its image ILR := L(OLR) is an embedded
submanifold of Rℓ. For us, this serves as the input manifold of compressed low-rank
matrices. The graph of L is a manifold, so that in our framework it forms the
solution manifold:
SLR = {(x, Y ) ∈ ILR ×OLR | x = L(Y )}.
The corresponding GCPP is given by
SGCPP = {(a, x, Y ) ∈ Rℓ × SLR | a− x ∈ NxILR}.
Low-rank matrix approximation is a special case, obtained by taking L as the iden-
tity map on Rm×k and b = 0. We discuss it next before treating the general case.
6.1. Condition of low-rank matrix approximation. Low-rank matrix approx-
imation is a simple case of compressed sensing in which L = 1, b = 0, and the input
and output manifolds I and O are both equal toMr. By Theorem 3, the principal
curvatures dictate the condition of the problem.
The principal curvatures of Mr were computed by Feppon [32, Theorem 2.3].
Let A ∈ Rm×k, where we assume without loss of generality that m ≥ k, with
A =
∑k
i=1 σiuiv
T
i being the singular value decomposition of A with the singular
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values sorted decreasingly. Then, the principal curvatures at the critical point
X ∈ Mr and normal direction N‖N‖F , where
X =
r∑
i=1
σπiuπiv
T
πi
and N = A−X =
k−r∑
j=1
σπr+juπr+jv
T
πr+j
for some permutation π on 1, . . . , k, are, on the one hand,
c(b,i,j) :=
(−1)b
‖N‖F
σπr+j
σπi
, b = 0, 1; i = 1, . . . , r; and j = 1, . . . , k − r,
and the other r(m + k − r) − 2kr principal curvatures are equal to zero. Without
loss of generality, we can assume σπ1 ≥ . . . ≥ σπr and σπr+1 ≥ · · · ≥ σπk . With this
convention, (7) combined with [33, Theorem 24] yields
κCPP(A,X) = max
i,j,b
1∣∣1− c(b,i,j)‖N‖F ∣∣ = maxi,j 11− σπr+jσπi .
The sensitivity of a critical point X thus depends crucially on the smallest gap
between the singular value of X and A−X . This yields the following result.
Corollary 8. Let A =
∑min{m,k}
i=1 σiuiv
T
i and let X
∗ =
∑r
i=1 σiuiv
T
i be the best
rank-r approximation of A, i.e., a rank-r truncated SVD. Then the condition num-
ber of the problem of finding the best rank-r approximation at (A,X∗) is
κCPP(A,X
∗) =
1
1− σr+1
σr
.
In other words, if there is a clear gap between the rth and (r + 1)th singular
value, then the best rank-r approximation problem is well-conditioned. However,
if σr ≈ σr+1 then the problem is ill-conditioned. Based on the title of Drineas and
Ipsen’s recent paper [26] one might believe that it contradicts this result. However,
this is not the case as they are studying the sensitivity of a different map, namely
(Z,A) 7→ (I − ZZT )A, where Z has orthonormal columns.
An example makes this last distinction clear: let e1, e2 ∈ R2 be the two standard
basis vectors. The best rank-1 approximation of
A =
[
1 + ǫ 0
0 1− ǫ
]
is X∗ = (1 + ǫ)e1eT1 =
[
1 0
0 0
]
+ ǫ
[
1 0
0 0
]
.
Since κCPP(A,X
∗) = 12 (1+ǫ
−1), a large deviation of X∗ may be expected when per-
turbing A. Indeed, if we perturb A by ǫ(e1e
T
2 + e2e
T
1 ), resulting in A
′ :=
[
1+ǫ ǫ
ǫ 1−ǫ
]
.
This perturbation is a matrix of Frobenius norm
√
2ǫ corresponding to the worst
principal direction. This follows from [33, Theorem 24] and (7). The best rank-1
approximation of A′ is 1+
√
2ǫ
2(2+
√
2)
[
1+
√
2
1
] [
1+
√
2
1
]T
, which is equal to[
1
4 (2 +
√
2) 1
2
√
2
1
2
√
2
1
2(2+
√
2)
]
+ ǫ
√24 (2 +√2) 12
1
2
1
4(1+
√
2)

and unrecognizable from X∗. A unit-order change results from a perturbation of
size
√
2ǫ, as could have been anticipated from the condition number κCPP ≈ ǫ−1.
6.2. The second fundamental form. We continue with our discussion of the
general case. For computing the second fundamental form of ILR, we propose
the following lemma, which shows how curvature transforms under affine linear
diffeomorphisms. We could not locate this result in the literature, though we believe
it is surely known to the experts.
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Lemma 4 (Second fundamental form and affine linear diffeomorphisms). Consider
Riemannian embedded submanifolds M ⊂ Rm and N ⊂ Rn both of dimension k.
Let L : Rm → Rn, x 7→ Ax+ b be an affine linear map that restricts to a diffeomor-
phism from M to N . For a fixed x ∈ M let E = (E1, . . . , Ek) be a local smooth
frame of M in the neighborhood of x. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k let Fi be the vector field
on N that is L|M-related to Ei. Then F = (F1, . . . , Fk) is a smooth frame on N
in the neighborhood of L(x), and we have
II L(x)(Fi, Fj) = PNL(x)N (A II x(Ei, Ej)) .
Proof. Our assumption of L|M :M→N being a diffeomorphism implies that F is
a smooth frame. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and εi(t) ⊂M be the integral curve of Ei starting
at x and let φi(t) = L(εi(t)) be the corresponding integral curve on N . Since Fj
is L|M-related to Ej , we have Fj |φi(t) = (Dεi(t)L|M)(Ej |εi(t)). Now, Dεi(t)L|M is
the restriction of the map Dεi(t)L : R
m → Rn to TxM⊂ Rm. On the other hand,
Dεi(t)L = A, so that Fj |φi(t) = AEj |εi(t). The fact that the derivative of L is
constant is the key part in the proof. Interpreting Fj |φi(t) as a smooth curve in
Tφi(t)R
n ≃ Rn and Ej |εi(t) as a smooth curve in Tεi(t)Rm ≃ Rm, we can take the
usual derivatives at t = 0 on both sides:
d
dt
Fj |φi(t) = A
d
dt
Ej |εi(t) = A
(
PTxM
d
dt
Ej |εi(t)
)
⊕A
(
PNxM
d
dt
Ej |εi(t)
)
,
where x = εi(0). Recall that A(TxM) = TL(x)N , because A = DxL and L restricts
to a diffeomorphism L|M : M → N by assumption. Projecting both sides to the
normal space of N at L(x) yields
PNL(x)N
(
d
dt
Fj |φi(t)
)
= PNL(x)N
(
APNxM
(
d
dt
Ej |εi(t)
))
.
The claim follows by applying the Gauss formula for curves [49, Lemma 8.5] on
both sides. 
Recall from the previous section that the input space for low-rank matrix recov-
ery is ILR = L(OLR), where OLR ⊂Mr is a submanifold of the manifold of m× k
matrices of rank r. Lemma 4 yields a strategy for computing the second fundamen-
tal form of ILR using the one of OLR. Since OLR ⊂ Mr is an open submanifold,
the second fundamental forms of OLR and Mr at a point Y ∈ OLR coincide.
The second fundamental form of Mr was recently computed by Feppon in [32,
Remark 2.11 and Proposition 2.15]. It is given as follows. Let Y = UZT ∈ Mr,
where U ∈ Rm×r is a matrix with orthonormal columns and Z ∈ Rk×r. Then,
by [32, Proposition 2.10] the tangent space TYMr can be identified with
(13) TYMr ≃ HU,Z = {(YU , YZ) ∈ Rm×r × Rk×r : UTYU = 0}
using the parametrization
(14) ψ : HU,Z → TYMr, (YU , YZ) 7→ YUZT + UY TZ .
By [32, Proposition 2.12] NYMr = {N ∈ Rm×k : UTN = 0 and NZ = 0} is
the normal space. Then, the second fundamental form of Mr at Y in direction
N ∈ NUZTMr applied to the tangent vectors (XU , XZ), (YU , YZ) ∈ HU,Z is
(15) II Y ((XU , XZ), (YU , YZ)) = PNYMr(XUY
T
Z + YUX
T
Z ).
6.3. A practical algorithm. A algorithm for computing the eigenvalues of the
Weingarten map at x ∈ ILR in direction η ∈ NxILR is obtained from the results
in the previous section. Let vec(·) denote the vectorized matrix, i.e., stacking all
entries of the matrix in one vector. If the affine linear map is L(Y ) = A vec(Y ) + b
and if x = L(Y ), we first decompose Y = UZT , where U ∈ Rm×r and Z ∈ Rk×r .
Next, we compute a basis {B1, . . . , Br(m+k−r)} for HU,Z as defined in (13). This
is accomplished by computing seperately bases of {YU ∈ Rm×r | UTYU = 0} and
of Rk×r and taking their product.
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First, we compute a basis {u1, . . . , um−r} for the kernel of UT . Then, for each
1 ≤ j ≤ m− r and 1 ≤ i ≤ r, construct the matrix Ki,j ∈ Rm×r by putting uj as
the i-th column and the rest of columns equal to zero. By construction, the Ki,j
are linearly independent and form a basis of {YU ∈ Rm×r | UTYU = 0}. Second,
for 1 ≤ t ≤ k and 1 ≤ s ≤ r let Lt,s = eteTs ∈ Rk×r be the matrix that has a 1 in
position (t, s) and zeros elsewhere. This way we get a basis for Rk×r . The Bi are
now the pairs (Ki,j , Ls,t). Note that there are r(m+ k − r) such pairs.
Then, for all above pairs i ≤ j we compute the vectorwi,j = A vec(II Y (Bi, Bj)) ∈
R
ℓ using the formula from (15). Consider the matrix
Ŝη =
 〈w1,1, η〉 · · · 〈w1,r(m+k−r), η〉... ...
〈w1,r(m+k−r), η〉 · · · 〈wr(m+k−r),r(m+k−r), η〉
 .
By Lemma 4 this matrix represents the Weingarten map Sη relative to the basis
{A vec(B′1), . . . , A vec(B′r(m+k−r))}, whereB′i = ψ(Bi) and ψ is the parametrization
from (14). Let M ∈ Rmk×r(m+k−r) be the matrix whose columns are the vec(B′i),
and let QR = AM be the QR-decomposition of AM ∈ Rℓ×r(m+k−r). Then, the
matrix R−T ŜηR−1 represents Sη with respect to the orthonormal basis of TxILR
given, in ambient coordinates, by the columns of Q.
Finally, to compute the GCPP condition number we have to compose the in-
verse of 1 − Sη with the inverse of the derivative of L|OLR : OLR → ILR. The
derivative of this map at Y is A|TY OLR : TYOLR → TxILR. Let † denote the
Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse. The matrix RM † ∈ Rr(m+k−r)×mk represents this
derivative in orthonormal coordinates given by the columns of the Q-factor above
and orthonormal coordinates for Rm×k, the ambient space of TYOLR. Therefore,
κGCPP(a, x, Y ) = ‖((1− Sη)RM †)†‖.
6.4. Numerical experiments. We present an example of low-rank matrix recov-
ery form×k matrices of rank r. The experiment is set up as follows. First, a subset
Ω ⊂ [1,m]× [1, k] with cardinality ℓ of indices is chosen uniformly at random. The
sensing operator L : Rm×k → Rℓ, X 7→ X(Ω) selects the numerical entries of X
that are in Ω and returns them as a vector. We say the density of this projection is
d = ℓ
mk
. Then, we sample a rank-k matrix Y ∈ Rm×k by taking Y = UV T , where
U ∈ Rm×r and V ∈ Rk×r have identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.)
elements sampled from a standard normal distribution. Thereafter the projection
x = L(Y ) is computed. Following the algorithm in the last subsection, we compute
a basis for the tangent space TxILR. This lets us sample a random unit-length
normal vector η ∈ NxILR by projecting a vector with i.i.d. standard normal entries
in Rℓ onto the orthogonal complement of TxILR, and then scaling it.
For varying t we compute the condition number κGCPP(a, x, Y ), where a = x+tη,
using the algorithm from the previous subsection. We set a′ = a+10−10e, where e
is the singular vector corresponding to the smallest singular value of (1− tSη)RM †.
Note that e is the tangential direction that results in the largest perturbation in
the output. Then, we solve Vandereycken’s optimization problem minY ∈OLR
1
2‖a′−
L(Y )‖2 from (12) using the trustregions solver from Manopt [14]. As starting
value for this algorithm we applied a slight perturbation to Y as follows. Letting
Y = USV T be its compact SVD, we set U0 = qf(U + 10
−5 U ′
‖U ′‖F ), S0 = S +
10−5 S
′
‖S′‖F , and V0 = qf(V + 10
−5 V ′
‖V ′‖F ), where U
′ and V ′ have i.i.d. entries from
the standard normal distribution N(0, 1); S′ is a diagonal matrix with i.i.d. entries
from N(0, 1); and qf is the result of Gram–Schmidt orthonormalization. Then,
Ys = U0S0V
T
0 is the starting point. Both the Euclidean gradient and Hessian were
implemented and supplied to Manopt. We used the following convergence criteria
in Manopt: tolgradnorm = 10−10, minstepsize = 10−10, and maxiter = 200.
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Figure 4. The condition number κGCPP(a, x, Y ) of the GCPP for low-rank matrix
recovery of a = x+ tη is plotted in function of the signed distance t for a randomly
chosen unit-length normal direction η. The crosses indicate the true condition num-
bers, while the circles represent the numerical estimates of the condition number.
The vertical lines are placed at the critical radii of ILR.
Finally, we record the condition number estimate ‖Y−Y
′‖
‖a−a′‖ , where Y
′ is Manopt’s
solution.
The results of the above experiment are shown in Figure 4 for m = k = 50, rank
r = 5, density d = 0.75, and t = −1,−0.99, . . . ,−0.8,−0.75, . . . , 0.75, 0.8, 0.81, . . . , 1.
The values of the true condition number are shown as crosses, while the numerical
estimates are shown as circles. We see that the theory predicts the outcome of the
experiments very well in the range −0.8 ≤ t ≤ 0.8. Indeed, both the arithmetic
and geometric means of the ratio of the estimated condition number to the true
condition number are approximately 1.008 in this range.
The circles around 1010 correspond to critical points of the problem that are far
from Y . Manopt’s trustregions algorithm will only stop at stable critical points.
Both saddle points and local maxima are unstable fixed points, meaning that a tiny
perturbation, such as numerical roundoff errors, will cause such optimization algo-
rithms to eventually escape the neighborhood of non-stable critical points. This is
why we observe that Manopt only found critical points close to Y if |t| is sufficiently
small. In Figure 4, the vertical lines indicate the values of t for which (1−tSη)RM †
is singular, i.e., the lines are placed at the critical radii of ILR. We see that as soon
as the distance |t| crosses the smallest critical radius, the solution found by Manopt
jumps to another critical point, suggesting that the critical point is no longer a
local minimizer. This echos similar results from the literature, such as [79].
In the next experiment, we study the influence of the density on the GCPP
condition number. The setup is as before with m = k = 50, r = 2, and where now
we repeat the experiments for 1000 distances t uniformly spaced between −1 and 1,
and for densities d = 0.10, 0.125, . . . , 1 by choosing ℓ accordingly. The results are
shown in Figure 5, which plots the base-10 logarithm of the condition number of
all combinations of the density d and the distance t. The picture shows that the
range |t| ≤ z in which the condition number is small, say ≤ 101, is decreasing as
the density decreases. This is consistent with the general principle that a good
condition number will blow up as one approaches the ill-posed locus. The low-rank
matrix recovery problem becomes ill-posed if the density is too low; the extreme
case is d = 0 for which every rank-r matrix is a solution. Another interesting
feature of Figure 5 are the spikes in the condition number. They occur exactly
when the distance t equals one of the principal curvatures of ILR in the direction η.
Since the dimension of this manifold equals (m + k − r)r, we could observe up to
196 of these singularities for each density d, though not all of them occur in the
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Figure 5. The base-10 logarithm of the condition number κGCPP for various com-
binations of the density d and the distance t.
range −1 ≤ t ≤ 1. We can conclude from this experiment that exploiting more
observations will typically lead to solutions that are less sensitive to perturbations
in the observed entries.
7. Example II: Triangulation in computer vision
Another rich source of approximation problems whose condition can be studied
with the proposed framework is multiview geometry in computer vision; for an
introduction to this domain see [30, 39, 56]. Broadly speaking the tasks consist of
recovering information from r ≥ 2 camera projections of a scene in the world R3.
The image formation process that produces these camera projections is usually
modeled by a projective transformation, as visualised in Figure 6. Each camera
has a center cℓ ∈ R3 in world coordinates as well as an image plane Iℓ at a fixed
distance fℓ ∈ R that is called the focal length. The projective transformation
of a camera consists of finding the intersection of the line through cℓ and y with
the image plane Iℓ and expressing it with respect to a local coordinate system of
the image plane, hence resulting in the image coordinates xℓ ∈ R2 of y in the
ℓ-th camera. The tuple x = (x1, . . . , xr) ∈ (R2)×r = R2r obtained by this image
formation process is called a consistent point correspondence. All other points of R2r
are referred to as (inconsistent) point correspondences. Information that can often
be uniquely identified from several consistent point correspondences include the
camera parameters and scene structure [30, 39, 56].
As an example application of our theory we compute the condition number of
the triangulation problem in computer vision [39, Chapter 12]. In this computa-
tional problem we are given r ≥ 2 stationary projective cameras and a consistent
point correspondence x = (x1, x2, . . . , xr) ∈ R2r. The goal is to retrieve the world
point y ∈ R3 from which they originate. Since the imaging process is subject to
noisy measurements and the above idealized projective camera model holds only
approximately [39], we must expect that instead of x we are given an inconsistent
point correspondence a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) close to x. Thus, x is the true input of
the computational problem, y is the output and a is the noisy input.
According to [39, Chapter 12], the “gold standard algorithm” for triangulation
consists of finding the closest consistent point correspondence x to a in the Eu-
clidean distance and then computing the unique intersection of the r back-projected
rays, which can be accomplished using traditional linear algebra. In fact, they also
mention [39, p. 314] that if µr : R
3 → R2r is the camera projection process, then
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Figure 6. Setup of the 2-camera triangulation problem. The world coordinates
of the point y ∈ R3 are to be reconstructed from the projections x1, x2 ∈ R2 (in
the respective image coordinates) of y onto the image planes of the cameras with
centers at c1 and c2 (in world coordinates) respectively.
the gold standard algorithm solves the (Riemannian) optimization problem
min
y∈R3
1
2
‖a− µr(y)‖2.
From this description we learn that the triangulation computational problem can
be cast as a GCCP provided that two conditions hold: (i) the set of consistent
point correspondences is an embedded manifold, and (ii) intersecting the back-
projected rays is a smooth map from aforementioned manifold to R3. We verify
both conditions in the following subsection.
7.1. The multiview manifold. The image formation process can be interpreted
as a projective transformation from the projective space P3 to P2, so that it is
represented by a 4×3 camera matrix Pℓ, which we partition as Pℓ =
[
Aℓ bℓ
cTℓ dℓ
]
, where
Aℓ ∈ R2×3, bℓ ∈ R2, cℓ ∈ R3, and dℓ ∈ R; see [30, 39, 56]. It acts on homogeneous
coordinates of the world point y and yields homogeneous coordinates of xℓ; that
is, xℓ = (z
ℓ
1/z
ℓ
3, z
ℓ
2/z
ℓ
3) ∈ R2 where zℓ = Pℓ [ y1 ]. Note that if zℓ3 = 0 then the
point y has no projection5 onto the image plane of the ℓ-th camera, which occurs
precisely when y lies on the principal plane of the camera [39, p. 160]. This is the
plane parallel to the image plane through the camera center cℓ; see Figure 6. It is
also known that points on the baseline of two cameras, i.e., the line connecting the
camera centers visualised by the dashed line in Figure 6, all project to the same
two points on the two cameras, called the epipoles [39, Section 10.1]. Such points
cannot be triangulated from only two images. For simplicity, let B ⊂ R3 be the
union of the principal planes of the first two cameras and their baseline, so B is a
2-dimensional submanifold. The next result shows that a subset of the consistent
point correspondences outside of B forms a smooth embedded submanifold of R2r.
Lemma 5. Let r ≥ 2 projective cameras be given by their camera matrices Pℓ. Let
OMV = R3 \ B with B as above. The map
µr : OMV → R2r, y 7→
[
Aℓy + bℓ
cTℓ y + dℓ
]r
ℓ=1
.
is a diffeomorphism onto its image IMV = µr(OMV).
Proof. Clearly µr is a smooth map between manifolds (c
T
ℓ y+ dℓ = z
ℓ
3 6= 0). It only
remains to show that it has a smooth inverse. Theorem 4.1 of [41] states that µ2’s
projectivization is a birational map, entailing that µ2 is a diffeomorphism onto its
image. Let π1:4 : R
2r → R4 denote projection onto the first 4 coordinates. Then,
µ−12 ◦ π1:4 is a smooth map such that (µ−12 ◦ π1:4) ◦ µr = µ−12 ◦ µ2 = 1OMV , having
5Actually, it has a projection if we allow points at infinity, i.e., if we consider the triangulation
problem in projective space.
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used that the domain OMV is the same for all r. For the right inverse, we see that
any element of IMV can be written as µr(y) for some y ∈ OMV. Hence,
(µr ◦ (µ−12 ◦ π1:4))(µr(y)) = (µr ◦ 1OMV)(y) = µr(y),
i.e., it is the identity on IMV, proving that µr has µ−12 ◦π1:4 as smooth inverse. 
As µ−1r is required in the statement of the Weingarten map, we give an algorithm
for computing µ−1r = µ
−1
2 ◦ π1:4. Assume that we are given x ∈ IMV ⊂ R2r in the
r-camera multiview manifold and let its first four coordinates be (x1, y1, x2, y2).
Then, by classic results [39, Section 12.2], the unique element in the kernel of
(x1e
T
3 − eT1 )P1
(y1e
T
3 − eT2 )P1
(x2e
T
3 − eT1 )P2
(y2e
T
3 − eT1 )P2
 ∈ R4×4
yields homogeneous coordinates of the back-projected point in R3.
7.2. The second fundamental form. Because of Lemma 5 a local smooth frame
for the multiview manifold IMV ⊂ R2r is obtained by pushing forward the constant
orthonormal basis (e1, e2, e3) of R
3 by the derivative of µr. Since its derivative is
Dyµr : TyOMV → Tµr(y)IMV, y˙ 7→
[
Aℓy˙
cTℓ y + dℓ
− (cTℓ y˙)
Aℓy + bℓ
(cTℓ y + dℓ)
2
]r
ℓ=1
,
a local smooth frame of IMV is given by
Ei : IMV → TIMV, µr(y) 7→
[
Aℓei
cTℓ y + dℓ
− cℓ,i Aℓy + bℓ
(cTℓ y + dℓ)
2
]r
ℓ=1
, i = 1, 2, 3,
where cℓ,i = c
T
ℓ ei. It is generally neither orthonormal nor orthogonal.
We compute the second fundamental form of the multiview manifold by differen-
tiation along the integral curves generated by the smooth local frame (E1, E2, E3).
The integral curves through µr(y) generated by this frame are the images of the
integral curves passing through y generated by the ei’s due to [50, Proposition 9.6].
The latter are seen to be gi(t) = y+ tei by elementary results on linear differential
equations. Therefore, the integral curves generated by Ei are
γi(t) = µr(gi(t)) =
[
Aℓ(y + tei) + bℓ
cTℓ (y + tei) + dℓ
]r
ℓ=1
.
The components of the second fundamental form at x = µr(y) ∈ IMV are then
II x(Ei, Ej) = PNIMV
(
d
dtEj |γi(t)
)
= PNIMV
(
d
dt
[
Aℓej
cT
ℓ
(y+tei)+dℓ
− cℓ,j Aℓ(y+tei)+bℓ(cT
ℓ
(y+tei)+dℓ)2
]r
ℓ=1
)
= PNIMV
([
− cℓ,i
α2
ℓ
(y)
Aℓej − cℓ,jα2
ℓ
(y)
Aℓei + 2
cℓ,icℓ,j
α3
ℓ
(y)
(Aℓy + bℓ)
]r
ℓ=1
)
,
where αℓ(y) = c
T
ℓ y + dℓ and i, j = 1, 2, 3.
7.3. A practical algorithm. The Weingarten map of IMV in the direction of the
normal vector η ∈ NxIMV is then straightforwardly obtained by contracting the
second fundamental form with η: Ŝη = 〈II x(Ei, Ej), η〉. This can be computed
efficiently using linear algebra operations, as follows. Partitioning η = [ηℓ]
n
ℓ=1 with
ηi ∈ R2, the coefficient matrix relative to the frame E = (E1, E2, E3) becomes
Ŝη =
[
n∑
ℓ=1
2
cℓ,icℓ,j
α3ℓ (y)
ηTℓ (Aℓy + bℓ)−
cℓ,i
α2ℓ(y)
ηTℓ Aℓej −
cℓ,j
α2ℓ (y)
ηTℓ Aℓei
]3
i,j=1
,
where y = µ−1r (x). In order to compute the spectrum of the Weingarten map
using efficient linear algebra algorithms, we need to express it with respect to an
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Figure 7. The left subplot shows overlaid pictures taken by the cameras P1, P3,
P5, P7, and P9 of a unit circle C around a specific point in R
3. The right subplot
displays the base-10 logarithm of the condition number of the triangulation problem
with the first k cameras, for k = 2, . . . , 10, for several points on the circle C.
orthonormal local smooth frame by applying Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization to E .
This is accomplished by placing the tangent vectorsE1, E2, E3 as columns of a 2n×3
matrix J and computing its QR decomposition QR = J . The coefficient matrix
of the Weingarten map expressed with respect to the orthogonalized frame Q =
(Q1, Q2, Q3) is then Sη = R
−T ŜηR−1. Indeed, R−T maps the basis (E1, E2, E3) to
the orthonormal basis (Q1, Q2, Q3).
Since µr : OMV → IMV is a diffeomorphism, (D(x,y)πOMV)(D(x,y)πIMV)−1 equals
the inverse of the derivative of µr. As R is the matrix of Dyµr : TyOMV → TxIMV
expressed with respect to the orthogonal basis (Q1, Q2, Q3) of IMV and the standard
basis of R3, we get that κGCPP(x+ η, x, y) is equal to
‖(D(x,y)πOMV)(D(x,y)πIMV)−1(1−Sη)−1‖ = ‖R−1(I3−Sη)−1‖2 =
1
σ3
(
(I3 − Sη)R
) ,
where I3 is the 3× 3 identity matrix, and σ3 is the third largest singular value.
7.4. Numerical experiments. We present a few numerical examples illustrating
the behavior of the condition number of triangulation. The basic setup is described
next. We take the 10 camera matrices Pi ∈ R3×4 from the “model house” data set
of the Visual Geometry Group of the University of Oxford [81]. These cameras are
all pointing roughly in the same direction. We also choose one point of the house,
namely p = (−1.85213,−0.532959,−5.65752). A point in IMV is triangulated as
follows. First a linear triangulation method is applied, finding the right singular
vector corresponding to the least singular value of a matrix whose construction is
described (for two points) in [39, Section 12.2]. We then use this vector as a starting
point for Matlab’s nonlinear least squares solver lsqnonlin. For this solver, the
following settings were used: TolFun and TolX set to 10−28, StepTolerance equal
to 10−14, and both MaxFunEvals and MaxIter set to 104. We provided the Jacobian
to the algorithm, which it can evaluate numerically.
The first experiment we perform investigates the influence of the number of
cameras on the condition number of the triangulation problem. Recall from the low-
rank matrix recovery example that we observed that more redundancy generally led
to a lower condition number. We consider points lying on a circle in R3 around the
point p of the house. Specifically, we take the unit circle pθ = p+(cos(θ), sin(θ), 1),
where θ ∈ [0, 2π]. We take 100 points pθj uniformly spaced on this circle. The left
plot in Figure 7 shows the pictures of the points pθj taken by five different cameras
in the data set, overlaid in one plot.
For k = 2, . . . , 10, we apply the first k projection matrices Pi to pθj , obtaining
xk,j = (P1pθj , . . . , Pkpθj ) ∈ IMV. We choose a random direction ηk,j ∈ Nxk,jIMV
by taking a random vector with i.i.d. standard normal entries, projecting it to
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Figure 8. The base-10 logarithm of the condition number of the triangulation
problem with the first k cameras, for k = 2, . . . , 10, for several points on the ray
ps = p+ sv ∈ R3. The choice of p ∈ R3 and the direction v is discussed in the text.
the normal space, and then scaling it to unit norm. To determine the condition
number, we triangulate the point ak,j := xk,j + 10
−2ηk,j , yielding p′k,j ∈ R3. The
point p′k,j is projected again to the cameras to obtain a x
′
k,j ≈ xk,j . The condition
number κGCPP(ak,j , x
′
k,j , p
′
k,j) is then computed using the algorithm from the pre-
vious subsection for all k and j. The results are displayed on the right in Figure 7.
The decrease in condition as the number of cameras increases is evident. We also
observe that with many cameras the condition number seems to decrease further
for θj between
3
4π and π. The reason seems to be that the points pθj are closer to
most of the cameras in this case than at θ = 0.
In the next experiment we investigate the relation between the distance of a point
in the output space R3 and the centers of the cameras. Intuitively one can expect
that triangulating a point p farther from the cameras should be more sensitive to
absolute perturbations of the coordinates of the projections Pip, because a small
perturbation on the image plane (i.e., a small angular error) is backprojected along
a long ray. In order to test this hypothesis, we consider points ps := p + sv ∈ R3
for s ∈ [0,∞). The vector v was chosen as the unit-norm vector pointing from the
center of the first camera to p. As before, we use the camera projection matrices
Pi to determine the corresponding point xs ∈ IMV, then choose a random normal
direction ηs as before and set as = xs + 10
−2ηs. The condition number is then
determined as explained in the previous paragraph. We perform these computations
for the distances si = 1.25
i for i = −10,−9, . . . , 40 and also for a varying number
of cameras k = 2, . . . , 10 as before. The results of this experiment are shown in
Figure 8. They clearly support the hypothesis that as the world point lies farther
from all cameras, the sensitivity of the triangulation problem increases.
A final experiment illustrates how the condition number varies with the distance t
along a normal direction tη ∈ NIMV. We consider the setup from the previous
paragraph. We consider the point p′ := p + 1.510v ∈ R3, where p and v are as
before. The projection of this point onto the image planes of the first k cameras
is xk := (P1p
′, . . . , Pkp′). A random unit-norm normal vector ηk in NxkIMV is
chosen as described before. We investigate the sensitivity of the perturbed inputs
at,k := xk + tηk for t ∈ R. The condition number is computed for these inputs
for k = 2, 3, 5, 10 and ±t‖xk‖ = 10
i for 104 values of i uniformly spaced between −3
and 4. The results are shown in Figure 9. It shows the same peaky behavior as
in Figure 5; now we only have 3 peaks for a fixed k because dim IMV = 3. The
two-camera system only has two singularities in the range |t| < 104‖x2‖. Note that
these figures illustrate the continuity of κGCPP as in Corollary 3.
Up to about |t| ≤ 10−2‖xk‖ we observe that curvature hardly affects the condi-
tion number of the GCPP for the triangulation problem. Beyond this value, cur-
vature plays the dominant role: both the singularities and the tapering off for high
relative errors are caused by it. Moreover, the condition number decreases as the
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Figure 9. The GCPP condition number in function of the relative distance t
‖x‖
from a specified x ∈ IMV and a randomly chosen unit-length normal direction η.
Each of the four lines corresponds to a different number k of cameras taking the
pictures, namely k = 2, 3, 5, 10.
number of cameras increases. This indicates that the use of minimal problems [47]
in computer vision could potentially introduce numerical instability.
8. Proofs of the main results
This section contains our proofs of the theorems. The order is as follows. First
we prove the results from Section 2.2. Then, we prove the results from Section 2.3.
Finally, we prove the results from Section 2.1.
8.1. Proofs for Section 2.2.
Proof of Lemma 2. Recall that SCPP = {(a, x) ∈ Rn × I | x− a ∈ NxI}, and that
the normal bundle of I is denoted by NI. Feppon showed in [32, Proposition 2.7]
that the map ψ : NI → Rn × Rn, (x, η) 7→ (x + η, x) is a diffeomorphism onto its
image. Since ψ(NI) = SCPP, the proof is concluded. 
Proof of Theorem 3. On WCPP, the coordinate projection ΠRn : SCPP → Rn has
an invertible derivative. Consequently, ΠRn is a local diffeomorphism by the in-
verse function theorem [50, Theorem 4.5]. Let (a, x) ∈ WCPP, and then this local
diffeomorphism restricts to a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood A ⊂ Rn of a to
a neighborhood X ⊂ I of x. Let this diffeomorphism be φ(a,x). Its derivative is
Dxφ(a,x) = (D(a,x)ΠI)(D(a,x)ΠRn)−1, where ΠI : SCPP → I is the coordinate pro-
jection. The CPP condition number at a point (a, x) ∈ WCPP was defined exactly
as the condition number of φ(a,x), i.e., κCPP(a, x) = ‖(D(a,x)ΠI) (D(a,x)ΠRn)−1‖.
By Corollary 6, we have (1 − Sη)−1PTxI(a˙) = x˙ for η = a − x. On the other
hand, we also have
x(t) = φ(a,x)(a(t)), so that x˙ = (D(a,x)ΠI)(D(a,x)ΠRn)−1a˙.
Comparing those two equations we see that
(D(a,x)ΠI)(D(a,x)ΠRn)−1 = (1− Sη)−1PTxI ,(16)
completing the proof for points in WCPP.
For points (a, x) 6∈ WCPP, on the other hand, we have x˙ = (D(a,x)ΠI)(a˙, x˙) and
a˙ = (D(a,x)ΠRn)(a˙, x˙), so that Corollary 6 yields (1−Sη)D(a,x)ΠI = PTxI D(a,x)ΠRn
If (a˙, x˙) 6= 0 is in the kernel of D(a,x)ΠRn , then a˙ = 0 so x˙ 6= 0. Consequently,
(1− Sη)x˙ = 0, which implies that it is singular. This finishes the proof. 
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8.2. Proofs for Section 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 3. By definition,WGCPP is realized as the intersection of two prod-
uct manifolds:
WGCPP = (WCPP ×O) ∩ (Rn ×W) ⊂ Rn × I ×O.
Note that codim(WCPP×O) = dim I, by Lemma 2, and codim(Rn×W) = dimO,
because dimW = dimS and Assumption 1 stating that dimS = dim I. Thus, it
suffices to prove that the intersection is transversal [50, Theorem 6.30], because
then WGCPP would be an embedded submanifold of codimension dim I + dimO.
Consider a point (a, x, y) ∈ WGCPP. Transversality means that we need to show
T(a,x,y)(WCPP ×O) + T(a,x,y)(Rn ×W) = T(a,x,y)(Rn × I ×O).
Fix an arbitrary (a˙, x˙, y˙) ∈ TaRn × TxI × TyO. Then, it suffices to show there
exist ((a˙1, x˙1), y˙1) ∈ T(a,x)WCPP × TyO and (a˙2, (x˙2, y˙2)) ∈ TaRn × T(x,y)W such
that (a˙, x˙, y˙) = (a˙1 + a˙2, x˙1 + x˙2, y˙1 + y˙2). Note that y˙1 ∈ TyO and a˙2 ∈ TaRn can
be chosen freely. It follows from Corollary 6 that
x˙1 = (1− Sη)−1PTxI(a˙1), or, equivalently, a˙1 = (1− Sη)x˙1 + η˙,
where η = a − x and where η˙ ∈ NxI. In other words, we can choose x˙1 ∈ TxI
freely as well, hereby restricting the possible directions for a˙1. Putting the foregoing
together, we see that the following choice of tangent vectors is legal: x˙1 = x˙ and
x˙2 = 0; y˙1 = y˙ and y˙2 = 0; and a˙1 = (1 − Sη)x˙1 and a˙2 = a˙ − a˙1. This concludes
the first part of the proof.
It remains to prove WGCPP is open dense in SGCPP. For this, we recall that
SGCPP = (SCPP ×O) ∩ (Rn × S).
Let (a, x, y) ∈ SGCPP and let η = a−x ∈ NxI. Then, (a, x) ∈ SCPP and (x, y) ∈ S.
As W 6= ∅ is an open dense submanifold of S, there exists a sequence (xi, yi) ∈ W
such that limi→∞(xi, yi) = (x, y). Moreover, there exists a sequence ηi → η with
ηi ∈ TxiI so that (xi + ηi, xi) ∈ SCPP, because ΠI(SCPP) = I. Since ΠRn is a
smooth map on the smooth manifold SCPP (see Lemma 2) its derivative has full
rank almost everywhere. This implies thatWCPP is open dense in SCPP. Therefore,
only finitely many elements of this sequence are not in WCPP. We can thus pass
into a subsequence (xj + ηj , xj) ∈ WCPP. Now (xj + ηj , xj , yj) ∈ WGCPP and
moreover its limit is (x + η, x, y) ∈ SGCPP. This concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The situation appears as follows:
WCPP ΠRn //
ΠI

R
n WGCPP
ΠO

ΠRnoo
I W
πI
oo
πO
// O
We have in addition the projections (1×ΠI) :WGCPP →WCPP, (a, x, y) 7→ (a, x)
and (ΠI × 1) :WGCPP →W , (a, x, y) 7→ (x, y). With this we have
(ΠRn ◦ (1× πI))(a, x, y) = ΠRn(a, x, y) and (πO ◦ (ΠI × 1))(a, x, y) = ΠO(a, x, y).
Taking derivatives we get
D(a,x)ΠRn D(a,x,y)(1× πI) = D(a,x,y)ΠRn and
D(a,x)πO D(a,x,y)(ΠI × 1) = D(a,x,y)ΠO.
Since (x, y) ∈ W , the derivative D(x,y)πI is invertible, and so D(a,x,y)(1 × πI) is
also invertible. On other hand, since (a, x) ∈ WCPP, the derivative D(a,x)ΠRn is
invertible. Altogether we see that D(a,x,y)ΠRn is invertible, and that
(D(a,x,y)ΠO)(D(a,x,y)ΠRn)−1
= (D(x,y)πO)
(
D(a,x,y)(ΠI × 1)
) (
D(a,x,y)(1× πI)
)−1
(D(a,x)ΠRn)
−1.
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The derivatives in the middle satisfy
(x˙, y˙) = D(a,x,y)(ΠI × 1)
(
D(a,x,y)(1× πI)
)−1
(a˙, x˙),
while on the other hand we have
(x˙, y˙) = (D(x,y)πI)−1 D(a,x)ΠI (a˙, x˙).
This implies that the two linear maps on the right hand side in the previous equa-
tions are equal. Hence,
(D(a,x,y)ΠO)(D(a,x,y)ΠRn)−1(17)
= (D(x,y)πO)(D(x,y)πI)−1(D(a,x)ΠI)(D(a,x)ΠRn)−1
= (D(x,y)πO)(D(x,y)πI)−1(1− Sη)−1PTxI ,
where we used (16). Taking spectral norms on both sides completes the proof for
points in WGCPP. Finally, for points outside WGCPP the proof follows from the
definition of WGCPP combined with Theorem 2 and 3. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Restricted to the tubular neighborhood T where (AP) is
defined, the unique closest point to the manifold is also the closest critical point.
The result follows by substituting x⋆ = PI(a⋆) and x = PI(a) in Theorem 5, and
simplifying the resulting statements by eliminating x and x⋆. 
Proof of Theorem 5. By assumption (a⋆, x⋆, y⋆) ∈ WGCPP. In particular, this im-
plies (a⋆, x⋆) ∈ WGCPP, which means that D(a⋆,x⋆)ΠRn : T(a⋆,x⋆)WCPP → Rn is
invertible. By the inverse function theorem [50, Theorem 4.5], there exists an open
neighborhood U(a⋆,x⋆) ⊂ WCPP of (a⋆, x⋆) such that ΠRn restricts to a diffeomor-
phism on
Aa⋆ = ΠRn(U(a⋆,x⋆)).
Let Π−1
Rn
denote the inverse of ΠRn on Aa⋆ . Following (16) the derivative of ΠI ◦Π−1Rn
is given by
(D(a,x)ΠI)(D(a,x)ΠRn)−1 = (1− Sη)−1PTxI
and thus has constant rank on Aa⋆ equal to dim I. This implies that
(1×D(x,y)πO D(x,y)π−1I )(D(a,x)ΠI)(D(a,x)ΠRn)−1 : TaAa⋆ → T(x,y)W
has constant rank on Aa⋆ equal to dim I = dimW , by Assumption 1. Consequently,
there is a smooth function
Φ : Aa⋆ →W
with Φ(a⋆) = (x⋆, y⋆). In fact, the above has already shown that its derivative
has constant rank equal to dimW . Therefore, Φ is a smooth submersion. Now,
by Proposition 4.28 of [50], Φ(Aa⋆) ⊂ W is an open subset, so it is a submanifold
of dimension dim I = dimW . Similarly, the derivative D(x,y)πI at (x, y) ∈ W has
maximal rank equal to dim I, by definition of W . Hence, πI ◦ Φ is also a smooth
submersion. Therefore, after eventually passing to an open subset of Aa⋆ , we can
assume that
N(x⋆,y⋆) := Φ(Aa⋆) ⊂ W and Ix⋆ = πI(N(x⋆,y⋆)) ⊂ I
are open submanifolds each of dimension dim I and that
(i) x⋆ is the global minimizer of the distance to a⋆ on Ix⋆ , and hence,
(ii) all x ∈ Ix⋆ lie on the same side of Tx⋆Ix⋆ , considering the tangent space
Tx⋆Ix⋆ as an affine linear subspace of Rn with base point x⋆.
Now let a ∈ Aa⋆ be a point in the neighborhood of a⋆. The restricted squared
distance function da : N(x⋆,y⋆) → R, (x, y) 7→ 12‖a − πI(x, y)‖2 that is minimized
on N(x⋆,y⋆) is smooth. Its critical points satisfy
〈a− πI(x, y),D(x,y)πI(x˙, y˙)〉 = 0 for all (x˙, y˙) ∈ T(x,y)N(x⋆,y⋆).
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Figure 10. A sketch of the geometric construction in the proof of Theorem 5.
Since (x⋆, y⋆) ∈ N(x⋆,y⋆) ⊂ W , the derivative D(x⋆,y⋆)πI of πI :W → I is invertible.
Then, for all (x, y) ∈ N(x⋆,y⋆) the image of D(x,y)πI is the whole tangent space TxI.
Consequently, the critical points must satisfy a− x ⊥ TxI.
By construction, for every a ∈ Aa⋆ there is a unique (x, y) ∈ N(x⋆,y⋆) so that
(a, x, y) ∈ WGCPP, namely (x, y) = Φ(a). This implies that (x, y) is the unique
critical point of the squared distance function restricted to N(x⋆,y⋆).
It only remains to show that for all a ∈ Aa⋆ , the minimizer of da is attained in
the interior of N(x⋆,y⋆). This would entail that the unique critical point is also the
unique global minimizer on N(x⋆,y⋆). We show that there exists a δ > 0 such that
restricting Aa⋆ to the open ball Bδ(a⋆) of radius δ centered at a⋆ in Rn yields the
desired result.
Here is the geometric setup for the rest of the proof, depicted in Figure 10:
let a ∈ Bδ(a⋆) and let (x, y) ∈ N(x⋆,y⋆) be the minimizer for da in the closure of
N(x⋆,y⋆). Then, x is in the closure of Ix⋆ by continuity of πI . Furthermore, let
x′ = P (x), where P := PTx⋆Ix⋆ is the orthogonal projection onto the tangent space
Tx⋆I⋆ considered as an affine linear subspace of Rn with base point x⋆.
The image of Bδ(a
⋆) under P is an open ball Bδ(x
⋆) ∩ Tx⋆Ix⋆ ⊂ Tx⋆Ix⋆ . The
distance function h : Ix⋆ → R, x 7→ ‖x − P (x)‖ measures the “height” of x from
the tangent space Tx⋆Ix⋆ . Now, we can bound the distance from a to x as follows.
‖a− x‖ = ‖a− a⋆ + a⋆ − x⋆ + x⋆ − x′ + x′ − x‖
≤ ‖a− a⋆‖+ ‖a⋆ − x⋆‖+ ‖x⋆ − x′‖+ ‖x− x′‖
≤ ‖a⋆ − x⋆‖+ 2δ + h(x)
≤ ‖a⋆ − x⋆‖+ 2δ + max
z∈Pδ(x⋆)
h(z),(18)
where the first bound is the triangle inequality, and where Pδ(x⋆) ⊂ Ix⋆ is the
preimage of Bδ(x
⋆) ∩ Tx⋆Ix⋆ under the projection P restricted to Ix⋆ .
Now we denote by x ∈ ∂Ix⋆ a point in the boundary of Ix⋆ and, again, x′ = P (x).
We want to show that the distance ‖a− x‖ is strictly larger than (18). This would
imply that local minimizer for da is indeed contained in the interior of N(x⋆,y⋆).
We have
‖a− x‖ = ‖a− a⋆ + a⋆ − x⋆ + x⋆ − x′ + x′ − x‖
≥ ‖a⋆ − x⋆ + x⋆ − x′ + x′ − x‖ − ‖a− a⋆‖.
Note that x⋆ = P (a⋆). Hence we have the orthogonal decomposition
a⋆ − x⋆ + x⋆ − x′ + x′ − x = (1− P )(a⋆ − x) + P (a⋆ − x) = a⋆ − x.
Plugging this into the above, we find
‖a− x‖ ≥ ‖(1− P )(a⋆ − x) + P (a⋆ − x)‖ − δ
=
√
‖(1− P )(a⋆ − x)‖2 + ‖P (a⋆ − x)‖2 − δ
≥
√
‖(1− P )(a⋆ − x)‖2 + ǫ2 − δ,
where ǫ = minz∈P (∂Ix⋆) ‖x⋆ − z‖ > 0.
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Observe that a⋆−x⋆ is a vector pointing from x⋆ to a⋆ and likewise x′−x points
from x to x′. Therefore, 〈a⋆ − x⋆, x′ − x〉 ≥ 0 because both point away from the
manifold Ix⋆ , which lies entirely on the side of x by assumption (ii) above; see also
Figure 10. Consequently,
‖(1− P )(a⋆ − x)‖ = ‖a⋆ − x⋆ + x′ − x‖ ≥ ‖a⋆ − x⋆‖.
This implies
‖a− x‖ ≥
√
‖a⋆ − x⋆‖2 + ǫ2 − δ = ‖a⋆ − x⋆‖+ ǫ
2
2‖a⋆ − x⋆‖ − δ +O(ǫ
4).
Note that h is a continuous function with limx→x⋆ h(x) = 0. Hence, as δ → 0 the
maximum height tends to zero as well. Moreover, ǫ and ‖a⋆− x⋆‖ are independent
of δ. All this implies that we can choose δ > 0 sufficiently small so that
ǫ2
2‖a⋆ − x⋆‖ − δ +O(ǫ
4) ≥ 2δ + max
z∈Pδ(x⋆)
h(z).
It follows that ‖a−x‖ is lower bounded by (18), so that the minimizer for da must
be contained in the interior of N(x⋆,y⋆).
The foregoing shows that on Bδ(a
⋆)∩Aa⋆ , the map ΠI ◦Π−1Rn equals the nonlinear
projection PIx⋆ onto the manifold Ix⋆ . Putting everything together, we obtain
ρ(a⋆,x⋆,y⋆)(a) = (ΠO ◦Π−1Rn )(a) = (πO ◦ π−1I ◦ΠI ◦Π−1Rn )(a) = (πO ◦ π−1I ◦ PIx⋆ )(a);
the second equality following (17). The condition number of this smooth map is
given by (4). Comparing with (5) and (9) concludes the proof. 
8.3. Proofs for Section 2.1.
Proof of Lemma 1. By Corollary 7 the projection PI : T → I is a smooth map
on T . Let us denote the graph of this map by V := {(a,PI(a)) ∈ T × I | a ∈ T }.
It is a smooth embedded submanifold of dimension dim T = dimNI = n; see,
e.g., [50, Proposition 5.4]. Let x = PI(a), η = a − x and (a˙, x˙) ∈ T(a,x)V be a
nonzero tangent vector. Because of Corollary 7 it satisfies x˙ = (1 − Sη)−1PTxI a˙.
Hence, D(a,x)ΠRn(a˙, (1 − Sη)−1PTxI a˙) = a˙ 6= 0, so that its kernel is trivial. It
follows that V ⊂ WCPP. Since their dimensions match by Lemma 2, V is an open
submanifold. Moreover, by construction, we have
WAP = (V ×O) ∩ (Rn ×W) ⊂ Rn × I ×O.
The first part of the proof is concluded by observing that the proof of Lemma 3
applies by replacing WCPP with V and WGCPP with WAP.
Finally, we show that WAP is dense in SAP. Let (x + η, y) ∈ SAP with x ∈ I
and η ∈ NxI be arbitrary. Then PI(x + η) = x and (x, y) ∈ S. As W 6= ∅ is
an open dense submanifold of S, there exists a sequence (xi, yi) ∈ W such that
limi→∞(xi, yi) = (x, y). Consider (xi + ηi, yi) ∈ WAP with ηi ∈ NxiI and ηi → η
chosen in such a way that the first component lies in the tubular neighborhood;
this is possible as T is an open submanifold of Rn. Then, the limit of this sequence
is (x + η, y), concluding the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For (a, y) ∈ WAP, let x = PI(a) and η = a − x. Since
(x, y) ∈ W , we know that D(x,y)πI is invertible. Plugging the derivative of the
projection PI : T → I from Corollary 7 into (5) yields
κAP(a, y) = ‖(D(x,y)πO)(D(x,y)πI)−1(1− Sη)−1‖,(19)
where πI : WAP → I and πO : WAP → O are the coordinate projections; the
inverse function theorem [50, Theorem 4.5] was used to obtain the derivative of the
local inverse function π−1I .
For (a, y) ∈ SAP \WAP, we have (x, y) 6∈ W with x = PI(a). By definition ofW ,
this entails that D(x,y)πI is not invertible, concluding the proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. If (x, y) ∈ SAP\WAP, then, by definition, κAP(x, y) = ∞.
On the other hand, if in addition x ∈ I, then (x, y) 6∈ W , and so we also have
κ(x, y) =∞. The two condition numbers are equal in this case. For (x, y) ∈ WAP,
the result follows from Theorem 2 and the fact that S0 = 0. 
9. Conclusion
In this paper we developed a theory of condition for computational problems
whose input space is a Riemannian embedded submanifold of Rn. We showed that
curvature affects the condition of the problem if we allow unconstrained perturba-
tions; see Theorem 1 to 3. Furthermore, we discussed how our theory relates to
Riemannian optimization problems.
The proposed theory of condition applies to generalized critical point problems
and its variants (CPP and AP). It generalizes the classic theory via Theorem 1.
Choosing which framework to apply depends entirely on the computational prob-
lem. The classic theory for maps F : I → O, defined implicitly by the solution
manifold, is the correct framework if the problem consists of computing F . Con-
sider for example the problem of recovering a rank-k matrix from a compressed
sensing that is subject to noise. In this case, the classic framework applies, even if
the perturbations are arbitrary because of Theorem 1. On the other hand, if it is
only postulated that the computational problem can be well approximated by the
idealized problem F , then, we argue, the newly proposed framework is the more
appropriate choice. An example of this is building a recommendation system based
on known user–item ratings by assuming that the matrix of all user–item ratings is
well-approximated by a low-rank matrix. In this case, there is no theoretical model
justifying that this problem equals F ; the latter only happens to be a good proxy.
Curvature should be taken into account, as developed in this paper.
With this article we hope to spark interest to study computational problems in
applications from the viewpoint of our theory. In particular, we hope to initialize
the study of curvature of interesting input manifold coming from applications. If
one can show that the curvature is small compared to the magnitude of the errors,
then Corollary 4 entails that the condition of the problem is dominated by the
classical theory of condition as introduced by Wilkinson, Rice, Shub, Smale, and
others. Oftentimes this classical theory is easier to analyze.
In fact, there is an interesting increase of complexity as we move from analyzing
implicit maps F : I → O to analyzing APs, CPPs, and GCPPs. The effect of
perturbations respecting the manifold structure of I can be analyzed exclusively
using first-order information about F , namely by studying its derivative. However,
when we consider a projection from the normal bundle of I to the base of the
bundle and then compose it with F , there is a marked increase in conceptual and
computational complexity: the second-order behavior of I ⊂ Rn enters the picture
in the guise of the Weingarten map or second fumental form.
Finally, we believe that curvature is lurking in multiplicative constants in com-
plexity analyses, such as [4, 15], of superlinearly convergent Riemannian optimiza-
tion methods applied to problems as in Proposition 1. We think this may improve
convergence bounds, warranting further study.
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